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I. INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental problem of production is the optimum 
allocation of scarce resources, land, labour, management and 
capital between alternative ways of achieving an objective. 
Among other things, the objective may be the maximization of 
a firm's profits, or the minimization of costs. Economic 
units are concerned with choice and decision-making in the 
use of resources at their disposal. Where the objective 
function to be maximized or minimized involves only profits 
or costs and the assumption of linearity can be made, budget­
ing or linear programming can solve allocation problems. 
Where the scarce resources are numerous and there are many 
alternative methods of achieving the objective, linear pro­
gramming is much more efficient than conventional budgeting 
techniques. Cases exist, however, particularly in farm 
management, where besides profit maximization or cost mini­
mization the objective includes risk minimization. In most 
production situations there is only one plan which will give 
maximum profit or minimum cost. But if the decision-making 
unit is willing to sacrifice profit in exchange for security, 
then a wide variety of potentially acceptable plans exist. 
This thesis presents one solution to the problem of program­
ming where the objective function has the twin aspects of 
profit maximization and risk minimization. The presentation 
will be in terms of income, risk and subjective utility. 
2 
The problem considered is an economic one : The derivation 
of plans that will maximize satisfaction by minimizing the 
risk associated with any income. But, our solution can 
also be described as the minimization of a quadratic func­
tion, Cr , subject to linear inequalities, as z takes all 
values from zero to the maximum feasible. This latter 
statement of the problem may suggest physical problems to 
which our method may be applied, -'.'e have discussed our 
method in economic rather than mathematical terms, because 
we believe that this will enable economists to follow the 
solution of an economic problem without preventing mathe­
maticians from following our solution of a more general 
mathematical problem. 
The simplex algorithm for linear programming was first 
made available by Dantzig (4,5) in 1948 and 1949. Since 
this development linear programming lias become a widely ac­
cepted tool for analyzing and solving problems, and con­
tributions have been made by economists, mathematicians and 
administrators. In particular, the problem of "risk pro­
gramming" has received contributions by Babbar (2, 3), 
Tintner (13) and Freund (7). 
Babbar and Tintner solved the problem of the distribu­
tion of the objective when small, independent, normally dis-
3 
tributed errors are associated with all elements of the 
linear programming problem, except the activity levels. 
Freund solved the problem of the optimum program for an 
entrepreneur when his risk-aversion function is known, and 
errors are restricted to the objective function. 
This thesis follows Freund in assuming that errors 
occur only in the objective function, but differs from him 
in finding the set of all preferred plans for an entrepreneur 
with risk-aversion. The expected income and risk associated 
with these plans are presented graphically, the entrepre­
neur can then pick his optimum plan without having specifi­
cally to formulate his risk aversion function. With the 
exception of the objective function, we make the usual as­
sumptions of linearity, continuity, convexity, non-negative 
production levels and coefficients known with certainty. 
The theoretical analysis will be presented in Part I and 
this will be followed by an empirical example in Part II. 
We have given considerable attention to the problem of com­
putation. This reflects our belief that a real contribution 
to knowledge includes discussion of how a new method is to 
be used, as well as the mere fact that it could be used. 
4 
PART I. THEORETICAL 
5 
II. SOME BASIC CONCEPTS 
We start our analysis with a review of some well known 
programming concepts. Vie will give particular attention to 
the concepts of a resource restriction, a production process 
and the optimum plan. These concepts have been discussed 
elsewhere by Dorfman (6), Heady (8) and others. 
Resource restrictions 
Table 1 contains the basic data for a simple program­
ming problem. There are two activities, potato and corn 
production (P^ and Pg). These activities are limited by 
the supply of land (Pj) and capital (P4). A unit (or acre) 
of potato production requires 1 (acre) of land, 0.887 (hun­
dred dollars) of capital and yields 0.824 (hundred dollars) 
of net revenue. Production of potatoes and corn is limited 
by the farmer's limited supply of land (60 acres) and cap­
ital (24 hundred dollars). The programming problem is to 
combine the production of potatoes and corn so as to maxi­
mize profit without exceeding the limited supply of land and 
capital. 
The problem expressed in the last paragraph and Table 1 
can also be expressed as Figure 1, where the vertical axis 
measures acres of potatoes and the horizontal axis measures 
acres of corn. Iso-revenue curves have been inserted in 
6 
Table 1. Per acre resource requirements and resource 
supplies 
Activity 
Resource Units Potatoes Corn Supply 
pl P2 P0 
Land P^ acre 1 1 60 
Capital P4 $100 .887 350 24 
Net revenue #100 .834 724 
this figure. The line rr ' connects all combinations of 
corn and potatoes that yield an income of $1,000. Thus r 
corresponds to the production of 11.990 acres of potatoes 
(11.990 acres of potatoes each producing 0.834 hundred dol­
lars gives a profit of $1,000.00); and r' corresponds to 
the production of 13.812 acres of corn (13.812 acres of 
corn each producing #0.724 hundred dollars gives a profit 
of $999.99)• As we move away from the origin in Figure 1, 
we come to successively higher iso-revenue curves. The 
optimum plan corresponds to the point at which the set of 
feasible crop combinations (Oacb) intersects the highest 
attainable iso-revenue curve. Thus, in Figure 1, c rep­
resents the optimum crop combination. The optimum plan is 
5.59 acres of potatoes and 54.41 acres of corn. 
7 
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Figure 1. Production problem expressed in terms of acres 
of crop production 
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Table 2. Resource requirements (per *100 net revenue) and 
resource supplies 
Activity 
Resource Units Potatoes Corn Supply 
P1 p2 p0 
Land P^ acre 1.199 1.381 60 
Capital P4 $100 1.064 N
X CO •4 
24 
Net revenue S100 1 1 
Table 1 expressed the activities on a per acre basis. 
The same problem can also be expressed in terms of revenue 
produced. Thus if we multiply activity by l/.834, so 
that the new activity, P1uses 1.19? acres of land, then 
we will have an activity yielding 1 (hundred dollars) per 
unit. Similarly multiplication of P2 by 1/.724 yields a 
new activity, P£, producing 1 (hundred dollars) per unit. 
The problem from Table 1 has been restated in this modified 
form in Table 2, and data from Table 2 has been used to 
construct Figure 2. The main purpose of Table 2 and Figure 
2 at the present time is to show that there is no one unique 
way of expressing a programming problem; that the choice of 
units is to some extent arbitrary, Allen (1). 
9 
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Production processes 
In linear programming each way of approaching the ob­
jective is represented by a process or activity. Each 
process uses resources (at positive or negative levels) and 
has a net revenue or cost. Analytically two processes are 
the same if (1) they have qualitatively the same inputs and 
outputs and (2) the ratio of inputs, outputs and net revenue 
to one another are the same for the two activities. 
Processes can be defined in terms of their inputs, hence 
in Figure 3 we can represent the processes of Table 1 by 
their resource inputs. Figure 3 has land on the vertical 
axis and capital on the horizontal. The line Orba1 repre­
sents P]_, the potato process. This line has been marked 0, 
10, 20, . . . . , 60 corresponding to the production of 0, 
10, 20, . ... 60 units (acres) of production. The point 
"10" on the potato production line of Figure 3 corresponds 
to 10 acres of land and 8.87 (hundred dollars) of capital: 
It corresponds to the inputs required to produce 10 units 
(acres) of potatoes. The point "20" on P^ corresponds to 
20 acres of land and 17.7* (hundred dollars) of capital; 
the inputs required to produce 20 units (acres) of potatoes. 
The coordinates of "10" on Pg are 10 acres of land and 3.3 
(hundred dollars) of capital; they give the inputs required 
to produce 10 acres of corn. Any level of potato production 
can be represented by the appropriate distance from the 
9 0  
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Figure 3. Production processes expressed in terms of resources 
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origin along the process vector OP^. Corn production can 
be represented by the appropriate length along OPg. Thus 
Or represents the production of 11,990 acres of potatoes 
with a consequent net revenue of §1000.00. Ob represents 
the production of 27.057 acres of potatoes, and Oaf the 
production of 60 acres of potatoes. Similarly OrT repre­
sents the production of 13.812 acres of corn. Combinations 
of potatoes and corn can be represented by the appropriate 
point (reached by vector addition of processes P^ and Pg) 
lying between 0P^ and OPg. Iso-revenue curves may be in­
serted in Figure 3 to connect the combinations of land and 
capital which, when converted into corn and oats (in the 
most profitable way), will yield the same income. 
Resource restrictions are represented by the lines dc 
and ec so that in Figure 3 the set of feasible production 
plans is represented by the area Odce. The optimum plan is 
again given by point c, where the set of feasible plans 
touches the highest attainable iso-revenue line. 
Figure 4 illustrates how the production of potatoes 
and corn at c can be represented by adding a potato and a 
corn vector. Point c in Figure 4 corresponds to Oh 
(= 5.59 acres) of the potato process (P^), and 0m (= 54.41 
acres) of the corn process (Pg). The production at c can 
either be thought of as a move Oh along P-^ plus a move he 
13 
parallel to Pg or as a move Om along Pg plus a move mc 
parallel to P^. 
Production at c could also be represented by a "hy­
brid" process. This hybrid would divide its land between 
potatoes and corn in the ratio 5*59 to 54.41, and hence 
would pass through c. This "hybrid" process could be 
thought of as a "rotation" combining potatoes and corn in 
precisely the ratio (5*59 : 54.41 acres) in which they are 
produced at c . In Figure 4 this hybrid process has been 
represented by the irregularly broken line OP^. From any 
original set of processes we can always construct other 
additional processes by linear combination (with non-
negative multipliers) of the original processes. That is 
if Pj_, Pg PQ are the vectors representing the original 
processes, we can always construct a "hybrid" activity Pn+i> 
such that: 
n 
=  F  u i  p j  j = l 
( 1 )  
where 
Uj > 0 ( 2 )  
The Pn+1 (or P,.) represented in Figure 4 corresponds 
to equation (1) where n = 4, and : 
ux = 5.59, Ug r 54.41, u^ - U4 = 0 (3) 
14 
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Where the unmodified simplex algorithm is being used, 
there is no advantage to be gained from the definition of 
hybrid activities: The original activities suffice to de­
fine all the production possibilities. In any case, if 
we had not already solved the simplex problem we would not 
know what values of the u^ multipliers would make the hy­
brid activity pass through the optimum plan, c . However, 
as we will see later, the definition of hybrid activities 
is the key to our risk programming solution. 
Iso-revenue and iso-variance lines 
Iso-revenue lines connect combinations of activities 
that yield the same income, or revenue. Similarly iso-
variance lines connect combinations of activities that have 
the same variance. Figure 5 has been drawn on the assump­
tion that the activities potato and corn production are 
expressed, as in Table 2, in units yielding $100 of net 
revenue. Hence the iso-revenue curves are straight lines 
with a negative slope of 45°. 
Table 2. Income variance-covariance matrix 
Potatoes Corn 
Pi *2 
Potatoes P^ 7304.69 903.89 
Corn Pg 620.16 
15 b 
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If the variances and covariance per unit of the activi­
ties in Table 2 are those given in Table 3, then the iso-
variance lines are as drawn in Figure 5» These iso-variance 
lines fulfil the condition: 
x! 'u" 2 xiVia + x2 = ki (4) 
where and Xg are the amounts of and P^, and the vari­
ances of P^ and Pg and their covariance are respectively , 
<r~ and CT k. is a parameter identifying the particular 
22 12 1 
iso-variance line. The iso-revenue lines fulfil the condi­
tion^ 
Xl* X2 = k2 (5) 
where and Xg are again the levels of P^ and Pg and kg is 
a parameter identifying the particular iso-revenue line. To 
find the point of tangency between the iso-revenue and iso-
resource lines of Figure 5, (and hence the minimum variance 
attainable for given income, or maximum income consistent 
with given variance) we combine equations (4) and ( 5) with 
the help of a Lagrangian multiplier to give : 
2 
k3 = xi <rii-2xix2 ^12^ x2 <rr22'h2^(xi,'x2""lc2^ ^ 
Equation (6) can be differentiated partially with respect 
^In a more general case (5) would read c^x^+ o?x^= kg. 
However, the activities being considered come from Table 2 
w h e r e  a l l  i n c o m e s  a r e  1 ,  i . e .  C ^ - C g -  1 .  
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to 2x^, 2Xg, and 2 X and the results set equal to zero. 
This yields the system: 
%1 *11 *%2 OÏ2 +\= 0 
|||_ = Xl =r12 *x2 <r22l.X ; 0 (7) 
3 k? 
3 2 A X1 * x2 = k2 
the solution of which gives the minimum variance consistent 
with income k . It is also clear that all tangency points 
* * 
satisfying (7) fall on a straight line since if x1, x? and 
* * j * * kg satisfy (7) so do^x^,/Xg and^kg. Further, this line 
passes through the origin of Figure 5, since for kg = 0, 
(7) has the solution x^ = x2 = Xr 0. 
The E-V indifference system 
We have already said that the standard simplex pro­
cedure assumes that the objective is merely to maximize 
profit or minimize cost. We have also said that there are 
many situations where the decision maker would be willing 
to sacrifice expected income to achieve greater income sta­
bility. It is to these latter situations that our method 
can be applied. We need of course, some formal assumption 
as to how risk aversion enters the indifference system. A 
18 
general, but satisfactory, assumption is that the indif­
ference system is of the form described by Markowitz (10) 
and others as an E-V indifference system. This assumes 
that ceterus paribus satisfaction increases as expected 
income increases or income variability decreases. Before 
the variability of alternative plans can be compared it 
is necessary to define units of variability; in this study 
we assume that income variance is a satisfactory index of 
income variability. Hence, our E-V indifference system 
assumes that ceterus paribus satisfaction increases as ex­
pected income increases or income variance decreases. 
Figure 6 illustrates an E-V indifference system; the 
curves Iq, 1^, Ig represent successively higher levels of 
satisfaction. These curves may be concave or convex from 
below or even alternatively concave and convex: the only 
restrictions on the indifference curves is that they run 
from south-west to north-east, and that a movement from 
south-east to north-west increases satisfaction. 
Errors^ 
The standard linear programming problem can be expressed 
n 
To maximize z = ZZ c -ix,• j=l J J 
^Throughout this thesis the term "error" is used in 




H Qjj Xj 4 b1 1 r 1, 2, .... ,m, (8) 
3=1 
and 
Xj ^ 0 j % 1; 2, 
Where c^ is the net revenue, or "yield", of a unit of the 
jth process, and 
Xj is the level of the j1*1 process, and 
a^j is the input of the i**1 resource required by a 
unit of the jth activity, and 
b^ is the initial supply of the ith resource. 
In the specific example of Table 1, the net revenues 
cj are : 
c^ = .834 and Cg r .724 and, 
the input coefficients are : 
a2^  — 1.000, a^ 2 = 1.000, agi = .887 
and a22 = .350 and, 
the resource restrictions are : 
b^ - 60 and bg = 24. 
In this problem the activity levels x^ and x2 are to be 
selected to give maximum revenue. 
Now if it is desired to take account of the errors 
that may occur in (8), the problem can be restated: 
20 
n 
To maximize x = ZI y.. )x1 j=l J 2 J 
subject to 
£ (aij + tj)xj ^ 1 = 1,2,...m (9) 
J s 1 
and 
%j > 0 j = 1,2....n 
Where y. is an error associated with the j**1 net revenue, or 
J 
"yieldcj, and 
is an error associated with a^j, the input of 
the i^  ^resource required by a unit of the j**1 
activity, and 
is an error associated with b^, the supply of the 
ith resource. 
Equation system (8) assumes complete absence of error 
and is the usual programming model. For this simple model, 
no problem of risk oan occur since all coefficients are 
assumed to be known with certainty. In risk programming 
the underlying model is modified to allow for errors. 
Hence it gives a more realistic representation of the real 
world then the standard simplex model does. 
Interpretation of errors 
Analytically, it is important to be able to give an 
economic interpretation to each type of error that may 
21 
Figure 6. An E-V indifference system 
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occur in (9)• Consider the errors, K, associated with 
v 
the net revenues, c . An individual revenue, c,, depends 
J t) 
essentially upon the yield of the activity; the selling 
price; and the cost of production. Hence, the errors, 
Yj, may originate in any of three ways: 
(a) yields may be higher or lower than anticipated, 
(b) realized prices may not correspond with plan­
ning prices, and 
(c) the cost of production may change after the plan 
has been made. 
The elements °<jj are generated by the differences 
between anticipated and realized inputs. For example the 
planned input of cultivating labor per unit of activity 
might be three hours, but due to bad weather six hours of 
cultivation might be necessary. In this case there is an 
error ij of three hours of cultivating labor per unit of 
activity. Alternatively, a farmerrs hogs may be "poor 
doers", and hence may have to be fed more grain per animal 
than anticipated. 
The elements indicate differences between the 
planned and actual resource availabilities. An example 
of this type of error would be provided by the farmer 
falling ill at harvest time, thus reducing the labor avail­
23 
able. Alternatively, the labor supply might be larger 
than anticipated, due to relatives coming to stay and 
working on the farm. 
Errors and the correct definition of activities 
When the standard simplex model is being used, and 
all relationships are assumed known with certainty, there 
are a number of equally acceptable ways of defining ac­
tivities and resource requirements, Allen (1). Thus the 
unit of an activity may be an acre (as in Table 1), $100 
of net revenue (as in Table 2), a bushel, or a litter, or 
head of livestock. Resource requirements may be expressed 
in natural units, or as percentages of the available re­
source supply. But when stochastic errors are being in­
cluded in the programming model, it is important to define 
resources and activities so that the errors will be associ­
ated with the right coefficients. 
Suppose that labor requirements have been expressed 
as a percentage of the total supply available, and that in 
one year illness reduces the labor supply to half the usual 
amount. In defining the labor coefficients for this year 
there are two alternative procedures. It can be argued 
that the supply of labor has been halved, and that each ac­
tivity requires twice its usual percentage of the labor 
2 4  
supply; or, that the labor supply is only fifty percent of 
the usual supply. The first argument will lead to larger 
input coefficients and hence the error v/ill contribute to 
in (9) the second argument results in the supply being 
reduced, hence the error appears as ^2^. Ulearly the second 
argument is correct since the original error was a reduction 
of labor supply. Errors would occur if bad weather or 
faulty machinery necessitated an increase in per unit labor 
inputs. 
Similar mistakes can be made in the definition of ac­
tivities. Suppose an activity is originally defined to 
give an output of a hundred bushels of corn. In a good 
harvest year we may say that the inputs ( oer hundred bushels 
of corn) have decreased (and hence have errors in or 
that the activity, in this year, has produced more than 100 
bushels of corn (and hence have an error in o^). The lat­
ter is the correct procedure since the important error is 
that yield has increased, and not that inputs have decreas­
ed. The latter would reflect good (cultivating) weather 
or improved technology. 
The importance of correct specification of errors can 
be illustrated with respect to equation system (9)* Sup­
pose in (9) that there are no errors in the resource sup-
25 
plies and input-output coefficients. In this case (9) can 
be rewritten: 
n 
To maximize x z 2__ (c, + )x, j=l J 
Subject to 
n 
My xj ^  bi 1 = 1,2,...m. (io) 
and Xj ^ 0 j = 1,2,...n. 
If the errors, , are normally distributed with mean 
zero, then to maximize the expected value of z, we set the 
equal to their expected values, i.e. ^ - 0; j = l,2,..,n 
and apply the standard simplex procedure to (10). 
Now if the activities in (10) had been defined to give 
a constant yield or net revenue, and the errors were in­
terpreted as decreasing or increasing the inputs required 
to produce this constant yield, (10) might be rewritten: 
n 
To maximize x = Z_ x1 
j-1 3 
subject to 
H/alj ) < bi i = 1,2,...m, (11) j=ix Cj*»y J 
and 
Xj I 0 o — 1,2,... n. 
26 
where Z £ij ^ is the result of dividing the (constant) 
input coefficient a^ by the (variable) yield (Cj+ Yj) to 
give a problem with "constant" yields but variable "inputs". 
Now if the elements of o'j are normally distributed with zero 
mean, neither the variance nor the expected value of the 
elements ^  ajj j are defined. It follows that when (10) 
is expressed in the form of (11) it has no easy solution, 
and that if it is assumed, erroneously, that the elements 
/ tare normally distributed, the resulting analysis 
' 
will be misleading. This completes the review of the basic 
concepts of risk programming, and we now proceed to a re­
view of previous work. 
27 
III. RELATION TO PREVIOUS WORK 
As mentioned in the introduction important work on 
risk programming has been done by Tintner (13), Babbar 
(2, 3) and Freund (7) • These solutions will be consider­
ed and their assumptions will be compared with the new model. 
Tintner and Babbar 
Tintner and Babbar consider a programming model such as 
(9) and address themselves to the distribution of the levels 
of the activities, x , and of the objective function z. 
J 
Their model provides for errors in the resource restrictions, 
input coefficients and objective function, but they assume 
the activities to be produced have been decided before they 
apply their method. That is, they concern themselves with 
the distribution of the objective function and activity 
levels for a given plan. In the Tintner-Babbar model risk 
aversion does not influence the choice of optimum plan, 
but once a plan has been chosen they derive the confidence 
limits for the expected income. There is no point in re­
peating their work in greater detail here since it has been 
discussed elsewhere,^ (2, 3, 13). 
^Except to mention that Babbarfs (2, 3) empirical ex­
ample is a problem with errors in the yields, i.e. a system 
such as (10). However, he defines his activities on a per 
bushel basis, and hence gets a system such as (11). Babbar 
then makes the mistake of assuming the elements Z a \ to be 




y'reund developes a rather different model in which 
risk is taken into account in the selection of the optimum 
plan. Freund's model corresponds to (9) except that he 
assumes there are no errors ^ or His model may be 
written : 
n 
To maximize z = ? ( c .-t-X. ) x. j = l J J J 
subject to 
n 
2Z a, .x 4 b i = 1, 2 , . ..m (10) j = l 3 1 
and 
Xj >0 j = 1,2,..,n. 
Thus, he considers only those errors that occur in the ob­
jective function. That is, Freundrs model (10) corresponds 
to the standard linear programming model (8) with the added 
generalization that it takes account of the variability of 
activities* net revenue due to year to year variations in 
yield and price. Freund assumes that the risk aversion 
function takes the general form: 
y s 1 - e ^ (12) 
where y is utility, 
z is the net ravenue, and 
g is the risk aversion constant. 
The larger is Çthe greater the risk aversion. ïreund shows 
29 
that this problem can be treated as a quadratic programming 
problem, and hence a solution can be obtained. The standard 
deviation of income is obtained and with the normality as­
sumption, confidence limits for the income could be derived. 
The new model 
Equation system (10) is the model underlying the pro­
duction relations analyzed by the new method. Comparison 
of (9) and (10) shows that the new method is less general 
than the Tintner-Babbar solution. However, it can be ar­
gued that (10) is sufficiently general to handle most risk 
programming problems, both because in practice the major er­
rors (yield and price variability) occur in the objective 
function, and because at present, there is little trust­
worthy data on the exact magnitude of other errors. 
Reliable estimates of the variability of input coef­
ficients could be obtained from time series records of ac­
tual farm practice. But such records are not available. 
The estimates of capital and labor inputs used in linear 
programming are almost exclusively obtained from cost of 
production, or productivity studies. These studies often 
use data from a large number of farms, but they do not study 
year to year variability. Differences between studies can­
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not be put into a stochastic framework since each study is 
designed to answer specific questions in a particular re­
gion and hence each study is made with reference to differ­
ent environmental circumstances. 
It might be argued that an estimate of input errors 
could be obtained from inter-farm studies. Such estimates 
would indicate how closely "bench-mark" linear programming 
studies could be expected to apply to individual farms in 
the same region. But, conceptually at least, these between 
farm differences could be eliminated if programs were com­
puted for individual farms. The errors that should concern 
us are the differences between expected and actual inputs on 
a particular farm in a particular year. The assertion that 
year to year differences in input on a particular farm by 
a particular farmer, are unimportant cannot easily be proved 
for lack of suitable data. This lack of data from which 
estimates of input variability could be computed is, of 
course, an argument supporting our thesis that the present 
method of risk programming takes account of most of the 
important and known variability in programming problems. 
However, one set of data is available. Babbar (2, p. 85) 
gives a list of capital inputs (per acre) for corn, oats, 
soybeans, flax, and wheat for the years 1928 through 
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1952.^ When these capital inputs are deflated by the 
U.S.D.A. index of prices paid for factors of production and 
the coefficient of variation for the resulting deflated cap­
ital inputs are computed, we get the result shown in Table 
4. This table also includes, for comparison, the coeffi­
cients of variation of the per acre yields of the same crops. 
These yields were also obtained from Babbar (2, p. 84). 
Table 4. The coefficient of variation for capital re­
quirement and yield of five crops (1928-1952) 
Crop 
Corn Oats Soybeans Flax Wheat 
Capital requirement .00062 .00017 .00031 .00081 .00012 
Yield 2.75866 1.68346 .92569 1.01390 5.96879 
The variation measured in Table 4 includes predictable 
technological progress. That is, no attemnt has been made 
to deflate the yields for the introduction of new varieties, 
hybrids, and fertilizer, and the capital inputs have not 
been deflated for any substitution of capital for labor 
that may have taken place. However, though no general rules 
should be inferred from an isolated set of figures, we can 
Ifiabbar quotes Heady et al. (9) as his source. How­
ever, I have been unable to trace his figures to this 
bulletin. 
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at least say that Table 4 does not contradict our assertion 
that yield represents the most .important variation that 
needs to taken into account in making the linear program­
ming model a good representation of the real v/orld. 
The new model is represented by equation system (10) 
and corresponds to the special case of (?) where all 
and ^ 3 are zero. In this case the variance of z can be 
obtained exactly, and if the errors are normally distribu­
ted , z will be normally distributed, and confidence limits 
for z could be obtained. Equation system (10) gives the 
underlying production relations for both Ground's and the 
new method. The two methods differ in the generality of 
the assumed risk aversion functions, the usefulness of re­
sults, and the computing routine. 
In the last chapter we developed the concept of an E-V 
indifference system and hence Freund's system may be seen to 
be a special case of the indifference system used in the new 
model: Freund's results can be obtained from the new model. 
Once a problem has been analyzed by the new method, 
the optimum plan for any number of different F~V indiffer­
ence systems can be read off. That is, if there are several 
farmers with the same production situation but different risk 
aversion functions it is unnecessary to compute separate sol­
utions for each farmer (as Freund would have to do); one sol­
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ution enables each farmer to choose his preferred plan. 
The new computing system will be outlined in the following 
pages. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLE PROBLEM 
The basic concepts of Chapter II will now be used to 
analyze a simple risk programming problem. We will consider 
the problem summarized in Table 2, where the activities P^ 
and Pg have the variances and covariance given in Table 3. 
The production possibilities of Table 2 have already been 
summarized in Figure 2. Figure 5 superimposed iso-variance 
lines (obtained from the variances and covariances of Table 
3) on the iso-revenue lines from Table 2. Figure 7 repre­
sents a combination of Figures 2 and 5; it shows the produc­
tion possibility surface bca, the iso-revenue and iso-
variance lines. 
The aim of the risk programming solution is to find the 
set of plans that give minimum variance (risk) for any given 
average (or expected) income ; or maximum expected income for 
any given income variance. One plan that belongs to this 
set is represented by the origin in Figure 7» This "plan" 
calls for zero production and hence zero income and zero 
income variance. It is clear from Figure 5 that so long as 
resources are available for the production of corn, the min­
imum variance consistent with any given income (any given 
iso-revenue line) coincides with the horizontal axis. Point 
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Figure ?. Graph of the simple risk programming problem 
tion of 20 (hundred dollar) units of corn. This plan has 
an income variance of #248,064, (or an income standard er­
ror of #48?). At f (9.86 units of corn and 10.14 units of 
potatoes) the farmer has an expected income of &2,000 and 
an income variance of $992,256 (or income standard error of 
$993)• At g he has the same income variance as at f , 
i.e. f and g are on the same iso-variance line, but in­
stead of an expected income of $>2,000 his expected income is 
$4,000. Thus if we regard the preferred set of plans as 
starting from the origin (zero expected income with zero 
variance) then so long as available resources permit in­
come to be increased by the production of either corn, or 
potatoes, or any combination of these crops, the preferred 
plans are given by the production of corn alone. In Figure 
7 the minimum variance plans for expected incomes between 
$0 and $4344 are given by the line 0a. At a (43.44 units 
of corn and zero potato production) the land restriction 
prevents any further expansion of corn production. 
Once the farmer is at point a in Figure 7, he can 
increase his income by moving to any point within adc, that 
is, to any point within the sub-space of Oacb which has an 
income in excess of £4,344, VJe wish to increase expected 
income in such a way as to minimize the associated variance ; 
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inspection of Figure 7 reveals that the preferred plans cor­
respond to ac. In Figure 7, maximum income (above ^>4,34-4) 
for given variance is obtained by substituting potatoes for 
corn without violating the land restriction. Point c in 
Figure 7 corresponds to maximum income. Hence once the far­
mer has arrived at c, there is no possibility of increasing 
income further. Thus, by moving from the origin to a to 
c we have found all preferred combinations of potato and 
corn production between zero and maximum income. That is, 
we have solved the risk programming problem. 
Presentation of Results 
While Figure 7 adequately represents the course of the 
solution of our risk programming problem, it is unsatisfac­
tory as a presentation of our results. If the problem had 
involved more than two dimensions Figure 7 would have been 
inadequate to represent even the "path" of the solution. 
Figure 6 represents an E-V indifference system. Since ex­
pected income and income variance are the important coor­
dinates of this figure, it is desirable that our results 
should be expressed in the same terms. This has been done 
in Figure 8 which also gives the quantities of potatoes and 
corn which should be produced to attain any preferred income-
variance combination. Points e, f, and g of Figure 5 have 
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been inserted in Figure 8 to illustrate that e and g 
are included in the set of preferred plans, while f is 
clearly inferior to any plan in the interval eg. 
Summary 
The rules for our solution of risk-programming problems 
may now be summarized: 
1. With the help of (7) find the combination of ac­
tivities which minimizes income variance for any given in­
come. 
2. Introduce the activities in their minimum variance 
proportions until their production is limited by a resource 
restriction. 
3. Reexamine the remaining production possibilities 
with the aid of (7) to find the next least variable com­
bination of activities that can be introduced. 
4. Introduce these activities until production is 
again limited. 
5. Repeat rules 3 and 4 above, until maximum income 
has been obtained. 
General Remarks 
There is no a priori reason to expect the preferred 
set of plans to correspond to an axis. Generally, the set 
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Figure 8. Summary of the results from the simple 
risk programming problem 
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of minimum variance plans will be given by a combination 
of activities. The set of preferred plans will consist of 
linear segments, each segment corresponding to a set of 
feasible plans with a constant number of scarce resources. 
That is, as a new resource becomes scarce, the number of 
ways of increasing income will be reduced, and a new com­
bination of activities (a new linear segment) will give the 
preferred plans. 
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PART II. EMPIRICAL 
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V. TERMINOLOGY, BASIC DATA AND ALGEBRA 
OF THE COMPUTING ROUTINE 
The present chapter will introduce some special terms 
used in our discussion. It will also present the basic 
data and discuss our computing routine in its algebraic 
form. Chapter VI will show how this routine is used for 
the first two iterations of our example (the remaining 
iterations have been relegated to the Appendix as being 
too repetitive to be included in the main body of the thesis.) 
Chapter VII presents the results of our analysis, and shows 
that if the errors are assumed normally distributed, a lower 
confidence limit for income can be derived and that this can 
help farmers interpret our results and choose their optimum 
income-risk combination. Chapter VII considers extensions 
to our method and in particular, the minimization of a quad­
ratic function subject to linear inequalities. 
Terminology 
Preferred plans 
In simplex terminology The Optimum Plan is understood 
to mean the plan that maximizes, or minimizes, the objective 
function. Usually the optimum plan is unique, always (for 
bounded problems) the objective function has a unique maxi­
mum, or minimum. In risk programming, on the other hand, 
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where the indifference system is assumed to be of the form 
E-V, there is no unique optimum plan: No one plan that can 
be said to yield maximum satisfaction. Instead we have a 
whole set of preferred plans ; plans that yield maximum in­
come for given variance, or minimum variance for given in­
come. Each of these plans share the characteristic of being 
preferred to all other plans with the same income or vari­
ance. Which of these preferred plans an individual will 
choose depends on his risk aversion function. With a given 
production situation and an E-V indifference system one of 
the preferred plans will be chosen. In the following dis­
cussion of risk programming we will use the term Preferred 
Plan to mean a plan that has minimum feasible variance for 
given income (and hence maximum feasible income for given 
variance). Vfe may note that the Optimum Plan is also a 
Preferred Plan. The Optimum Plan gives maximum attainable 
income, hence it is the Preferred Plan for a person indif­
ferent to risk. 
Trial ways of increasing income 
Our computing routine proceeds by considering all pos­
sible ways of increasing income, and then selecting the pre­
ferred combination. This selection involves a considerable 
amount of computation. It will be necessary to discuss this 
computation in detail and hence we will use a special termin­
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ology to describe tentative, or trial, ways of increasing 
income. In a conventional simplex matrix any activity with 
a negative zj-Cj can be used to increase income. In our 
analysis we will refer to each different way of increasing 
income (i.e. the introduction of each activity with a neg­
ative Zj-Cj) as a Trial Vfay of increasing income. Since 
yields have been assumed to vary, each Trial VJay of in­
creasing income will have an associated income variance, 
and each pair of Trial VJay s will have an associated co-
variance. These will be referred to as Trial variances and 
covariances; in each iteration we will construct a table of 
all relevant trial income variances and covariances. With 
the aid of this table we will select the combination of tri­
al ways of increasing income, that will result in the pre­
ferred (or minimum variance) way of increasing income. 
Parent and hybrid activities 
Generally the preferred way of increasing income will 
be found to be a combination of the original production, or 
real, activities. This combination has, of course, the 
peculiar property that for a given increase in income, the 
increase in income variance is a minimum. To distinguish 
between the original production activities, and the pre­
ferred combination of them actually used to increase income, 
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we will call the original production activities the Parent 
Activities. Their preferred combinations will be known as 
Hybrid Activities. The terminology is particularly ap­
propriate since the hybrid activities have a desired prop­
erty not possessed by the individual parent activities ; 
they give maximum increase in income for any given increase 
in variance. 
Tableau 7:a 
The discussion of the numerical example will require 
repeated reference to various sections of Table 7» Rather 
than repeat the sentence "in section a of Table 7" we will 
adopt the convenient convention of referring to Tableau 7:a 
where the 7 refers to the table number, and the "a" to the 
relevant section in the table. 
With the concepts of a preferred plan, a trial way of 
increasing income, and a hybrid activity behind us, we can 
pass on to consider the source of the data used in our em­
pirical example. 
Basic Data 
The basic data used in our numerical example has been 
obtained from a study by Freund (7)• The original input-
output coefficients and resource supplies are contained in 
Table 5» While the variance-covariance coefficients for the 
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four production activities are contained in Table 6, 
Table 5. Unit level resource requirements and resource 
supplies3 
Activity 
Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage Supply 
Resource Units ?1 ?2 ?3 p4 po 
Land]_( Jan.-
June) acre 1.199 1.582 2.776 0 60 
La ndg( July-
1.382 2.776 .482 60 Dec. ) acre 0 
CapitalgfJan.-
#100 1.064 .058 0 April) .484 24 
CapitalgtMay-
$100 -2.064 Aug. ) .020 .107 .229 12 
CapitalzfSept.-
$100 Dec. ) 0 -1.504 -1.145-1.229 0 
Laborn(Jan.-
April) hour 5.276 4.836 0 0 799 
Labor,, (May-
867 Aug. ) hour 2.158 4.561 0 4.198 
Labor%(Sept.-
0 15.606 785 Dec. ) hour 0 4.146 
Net revenue $100 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
^Obtained from Freund (7, p. 257). 
Table 5 contains the necessary information for the 
derivation of the optimum farm plan. From Table 5 and the 
variance-covariance data in Table 6, we will be able to 
derive all the preferred plans consistent with the input-
output coefficients and resource limitations of Table 5» 
Note that the activities in Table 5 have been normal­
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ized to yield a uniform income of 1 (hundred dollars). 
Our computing routine could have been developed to handle 
activities with diverse net revenues. However, normaliza­
tion so that each activity has net revenue 1 (hundred dol­
lars) greatly simplifies the computing routine without any 
loss of generality. Hence, we will assume that before the 
computing routine is used the input-output coefficients s and 
associated variance covarlance matrix, have been standard­
ized so that each activity has a net revenue of 1. 
Inspection of Table 5 reveals that only four of the 
resources, land]_, landg^ capital^ and labor^ are likely to 
become scarce. To simplify our computations, we will solve 
the problem using only these four restrictions, and then 
check all preferred plans derived to see that none of the 
other four resource restrictions has been violated. 






Beef Fall Cabbage 
P3 P4 
Potatoes 7304.69 903.89 -688.73 -1862.05 
Corn P2 620.16 -471.14 110.43 Beef PE 1124.64 750.69 
Fall Cabbage P^ 3689.53 
^Obtained from Freund (7, p. 258). 
^•Land]_ refers to land available in the time period Jan­
uary through June, while landg is land available for the re­
mainder of the year. 
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The use of Freund's data In this thesis permits a 
comparison of the results obtained by Freund and by the 
new method of risk programming. Fortunately the two com­
puting routines give consistent results. Transference of 
the basic input-output data from Table 5 to simplex Table 7 
will be treated in connection with "a risk programming 
iteration in algebraic form." 
A Risk Programming Iteration in Algebraic Form 
Our consideration of a risk programming iteration will 
have several parts ; the derivation of Tableau 7:a| the ex­
pression of Tableau 7 :aTs trial ways of increasing income 
in terms of the parent activities; the derivation of the 
corresponding trial variances and covariances; the compu­
tation of the preferred combination of trial ways of in­
creasing income; and finally, the expression of this pre­
ferred combination in terms of the parent activities and 
its inclusion in Tableau 7:a as the first hybrid activity. 
The introduction of the first hybrid activity in Tableau 
7 :a gives Tableau 7 :b, and this tableau is the starting 
point for the second iteration. 
Derivation of Tableau 7:a 
If we were only concerned to find the optimum program 
^i.e. Section "a" of Table 7. 
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from the data in Table 5, we would have no difficulty ex­
pressing the programming problem as: 
To find z - lx^+ lx£ •t-lx^+lx^Oxt^Ox^+Ox/y +Oxg a maxi­
mum subject to the land^ restriction : 
1.199x^+1.382x2+2.776x2+0x4+-lx^+0x&+0x^+0xg = 60 (13) 
the landg restriction: 
0x^+1.382x2+2.776x^*-.482x4.+Ox^+lx^+Oxy+Oxg = 60 
the capital^ restriction: 
1.064x]_+. 484X2+ .038x^+0x4+0x^+0x^-»-lXy+0xg = 24 
the labor^ restriction: 
0x]_+4.146x2+0x^+13.606x4+-0x^*-0x^+0x^+lxg = 783 
and the non-negativity condition: 
Xi, X2, X3, X4, X^, X6, X/y, Xg^O. 
For our method of risk programming we augment (13) 
by the addition of four more equations. These equations 
merely state the net production and disposal of parent ac­
tivities must be zero. These rows are designed to record 
the net effect of each activity, in each iteration, on the 
quantity of the parent activities in the plan. 
The later risk programming iterations call for the 
production of large quantities of the parent activities. It 
often happens that the preferred way of increasing income is 
to increase the level of one parent activity at the expense 
of another. In this case the extra rows appearing in equa­
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tion system (14) ensure that the reduction in the supply of 
a parent activity is not carried to the point where the plan 
calls for net negative production of the activity. The 
augmented programming problem can be written: 
To find z : ï^ + xg + ïj+x^ a maximum 
subject to: 




1.382X2 + 2.776x2 + .482x4+ x6 z 60 
1.064xi + .484x2 +  .038x2 +  x^  = 24 
4.146x2 + 13.606x4+ Xg - 783 
"
X1 + x^  z 0 
"x2 + x10 - 0 
-  
x3 + XH - 0 
— X4 + X12 = 0 
and 
x j » 0 j z 1,2,3 » • • • 12. 
In (14) elements multiplied by zero have been omitted 
to save space. The last four equalities ensure that the 
levels of the parent activities never violate the non-
negativity assumption. When the programming problem has 
been expressed as (14) the reader should have no difficulty 
in seeing how the coefficients are transferred to Tableau 
7:a. This is, of course, a standard simplex tableau, and 
since the extra "restrictions" through P^ do not set 
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any new upper bounds on the production of any of the original 
activities through Pg, there is no reason why Tableau 7:a 
and standard simplex rules should not be used to find the 
optimum (or maximum income) plan for the programming problem 
expressed in (13). 
Trial ways of increasing income 
In Tableau 7:a there are four primary, or trial, ways 
income could be increased. It could be increased by the 
introduction of P^, Pg, P^ and P4. These trial ways of in­
creasing income can be expressed as T^ through T4. l"e can 
express the trial ways of increasing income in terms of the 
parent activities: 
Tx = 1 P1> 0 P2 +0 P3 + 0 P4 
T2 = 0 P-l* 1 P2 +0 P3 +0 P4 (15) 
TjrOP^OPjtl P 3tOP 4  
T4 Z 0 PL 4- 0 P2 + 0 P3 -1-1 p4 
In general, we may write: 
Tk = Ç Hé) 
Where TV is the k trial way of increasing income, and the 
tj^j are he associated multipliers. In the particular case 
of Tableau 7:a, the equations (15) can be summarized as: 
Tk = 4j pj k = 1,2,3,4. (17) 
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where is Kroneokerrs delta (i.e. <5*^ - 1 if k = j ; 
Skj = 0 if klf j). 
Vfe will next consider the derivation of the multipliers 
tkj. From the Tk we hope to derive the preferred method of 
increasing income. Hence it is convenient to have each ^  
yield the same income. In practice we will make each 
increase income by 1 (hundred dollars). Now each cor­
responds to the introduction of an activity with a negative 
Zj-Cj. If income is to be increased by a constant quantity 
q, and if this increase in income is to be generated by Pj 
alone, it will require — units of P.. In particular 
zj~cj J 
if q = 1, and Tk corresponds to the introduction of Pkt, 
_ — 1 
then Tk will be equal to z^t-c^, units of Pk?. Note that 
we have said nothing to prevent P%, being a disposal ac­
tivity. The problem of finding the multipliers t.. which 
KJ 
will express T^ in terms of the parent activities can now 
_1 be expressed as the problem of expressing z^ t-o— units 
of Pkt in terms of the parent activities. In discussing 
this problem we will follow the general convention and 
write a^j for the input of the i^*1 restriction required by 




'e have already seen that restrictions P through 
Table 7 were inserted to express respectively, the 
net inputs of P^ through P^. Hence, for one unit of P t 
the net input of P. is a„, « and the net incut of P. is 1 9k " 4 
12 k,# The net output of P1 is -a^^, and the net output 
of P^ is _afollows that the net output of P^ 







(~a9kt) of Px 
VV l"ai0-k'1 °f P2 
V°k. ("ail-k'' of p' 
zV-°k. (~a12-K') °f P4 
The input of the i restriction needed by a unit of 
j activity will, of course, be influenced by the other 
activities in the basis. v"e are interested in the net re­
quirement of a restriction. Thus the adoes not refer to 
the original matrix, but to the tableau actually being com­
puted. "The ith restriction" may, of course, be either a 
resource or a real activity. 
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or 




ai0,kt Of Pp 
zkt"ck' 
Gll.k' of P, 
zk'"ck' 
plus 
a12.k' of P 
V~°k» 
4 
Hence if T corresponds to increasing income one unit by 
the introduction of P t^ in Table 7» then 
Tic = C V8-* p (18) 
y=lzk'-°k' 3 
and equating coefficients in (16) and (18) we have: 
'kj tki s j = 1,2,3,4. (19) 
zk'~ckT 
This expression could, of course, be generalized for 
the case in which there are more than four parent activi­
ties. 
Equation (19) illustrates the advantage of the formu-
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lation of the problem in equation system (14) rather than 
(13). In equation system (14) the multipliers for the 
trial ways of increasing income are obtained by dividing 
the entries in rows through P^g by the Zj-c^ coefficient 
where the latter is negative; and this rule applies to real 
and disposal activities. 
Trial variances and covariances 
The variance and covariance of the parent activities 
in Table 7 are summarized in Table 6. ^hese variances can 
be written algebraically s^ and s . Uhere s^ is the var­
iance of P^ and Sjj is the covariance of P^ and Pj. Vfe know 
that T^ can be written: 
?k = ZItkj Pj (16) 
where the t^j are constants. v.re will write the variance of 
Tjg. as s^ and the covariance of T^ and T^ as s^. From 
(16) it follows that these variances and covariances can be 
written : 
akh = 1<j (20) 
where 
™ij = lf 1 = j and wlj = tkithj+tkjthl 
if i / j. 
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In practical computation with a desk calculator, the 
sum of triple products represented by (20) can conveniently 
be achieved by forming all the multipliers w^. for the s^j, 
i,j - 1,2,3,4, and then cumulative multiplying the w^ by 
their corresponding sjj. 
Preferred way of increasing income 
In Tableau ?:a, there are four trial ways of increas­
ing income. (These are summarized in (15).) In general there 
could be r ways of increasing income. For r trial ways 
of increasing income, the problem of finding the preferred 
way to increase income (i.e. the first hybrid activity, P-^) 
could be written: 
to find: P^ = yk Tk (21) 
kssl 
such that 




H yk = 1 (22a) 
k=l 
yk > 0 k = 1,2,...,r. (22b) 
(22a) ensures that P-^ will have the normalized net 
revenue, 1, and that (21) will avoid the trivial solution 
y% = 0; k z 1,2,...,r. Condition (22b) ensures that the 
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preferred, way of increasing income will be feasible. The 
variance of the preferred way of increasing income, s^, 
can be written : 
S13.« = l2?> 
Hence, with the aid of a Lagrange multiplier,A , con­
ditions (22) and (22a) can be written 
r r r 
v = H H ykyhs yk_1) (24) 
k=l h=l K n kh k=l k 
Since (21) is merely a definition of the problem 
can now be written: 
to find y > 0 (22b) 
such that 
V is a minimum. (22c) 
The solution of (22c) alone is given by differentia­
ting (24) partially with respect to all y^ and X, and set­
ting the partial derivatives equal to zero. That is, the 
solution to (22c) alone is given by the equation system: 
=W* 1  0  h  =  1 , 2  4 l  ( 2 5 )  
^ v %Zly. -i = o 
9 X k k 
The solution to (22b) and (22c) is obtained by solving 
(25), setting any negative y^ equal to zero} and resolving 
iThis follows from Markowitz (10). Setting any negative 
yjj • 0 is only justified for a positive definite quadratic 
form. However, variance-covariance matrices are of this fom. 
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the reduced system, until a solution which satisfies (22b) 
has been found. 
The y^ obtained as a solution to (22b) and (25) ex­
press the preferred way of increasing income in terms of 
the trial ways. The reader will recall that we defined the 
hybrid activity for each tableau as being the preferred way 
of increasing income from that tableau. Hence, in expressing 
the first preferred way of increasing income in terms of the 
parent activities, we will be expressing the first hybrid 
activity in terms of the parent activities. This is achieved 
by combining equations (21) and (16): 
p13 = s*uiPJ 1261 
where 
uj =^kj • 
In practical computation we usually form the products 
u^ first and then use them to multiply the P. to give the 
J J 
new hybrid activity. 
Once the new hybrid activity has been defined we can 
insert it in the simplex tableau and by using it as the out­
going column obtain a new simplex tableau. 
For the new tableau it is, of course, necessary to re­
peat the whole iterative procedure of finding trial ways of 
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increasing income, trial variances and covariances and the 
preferred way of increasing income. Finally the derived 
hybrid activity can be used to obtain another new simplex 
tableau. 
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VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE : THE FIRST TWO ITER­
ATIONS OF A RISK PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
The last chapter introduced the data to be used in the 
numerical example, and developed equation system (14). The 
first stage in the numerical solution of our problem is to 
transfer equation system (14) to Table 7, section a; (that 
is, to Tableau 7:a).^ 
Trial ways of increasing income 
The next step is to identify the trial ways of increas­
ing income and to express these in terms of the parent ac­
tivities (i.e. to find the t^ of the last chapter). Clear­
ly there are four trial ways of increasing income in Tableau 
7 :a: 
T1 : P1 can be increased, or 
T2 : P2 can be increased, or 
T5 : P3 
can be increased, or 
T4 : P4 can be increased. 
The 1-Crows in Table 7 are used as a check. The en­
tries in this row are 1 minus the sum of the elements in 
the same column and section. The row can also be computed 
as for any other row (i.e. the new entry is the old entry 
minus a correction term). The two ways of computing ele­
ments in this row (i.e. by summation and by standard simplex 
rules) provide the check. This check has been reported pre­
viously by William Orchard-Hays (11). 
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Table 7. Simplex matrix for ri sic programming problem 
c c 0 0 0 0 
Resource/ Disposal activitiei 
product Landi Land2 Cap!tall Labor3 
supply i 
PO p5 p6 p7 P8 
0 Landi p5 60.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 Iiandg p6 60.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0 Capital^ p7 24.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0 Labor3 Pg 783.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 
0 Pot. prod. p9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 Corn prod. PlO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 Beef prod. P11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 Cab. prod. P12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Z-C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 
1- -926.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 —  —  —  p5 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
1 — — — pi3 30.79845 0.0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
0 — -» P7 14.67207 0.0 -.15547 1.0 0.0 
0 Pg 707.16836 0.0 -1.26387 0.0 1.0 
0 (Pi) pQ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 (P2) Pio 18.29028 0.0 .30484 0.0 0.0 
0 (P3) Pll 12.50817 0.0 .2084/ 0.0 0.0 
0 (P4) P12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Z-C 30.79845 0.0 •51331 0.0 0.0 
1- -813.23579 0.0 1.87941 0.0 0.0 
1 —  —  —  Pl 0.0 .83403 -.83403 0.0 0.0 
1 pi3 30.79845 0.0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
0 p7 14.67207 -.88741 • 73194 1.0 0.0 
0 Pg 707.16836 0.0 -I.26387 0.0 1.0 
0 (Pi) p9 0.0 0.0 -.83403 0.0 0.0 
0 (P?) Pio 18.29028 0.0 .30484 0.0 0.0 
0 (P3) P11 12.50817 0.0 .20847 0.0 0.0 
0 (PU) P12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Z-C 30.79845 .83403 -.32072 0.0 0.0 
1-
-813.23579 -.6l46g 2.49409 0.0 0.0 
0 p5 0.0 1.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
1 pi3 30.79845 0.0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
1 — — Pl4 30.50834 0.0 -.32328 2.07935 0.0 
0 — —  —  PB 389.61102 0.0 2.10111 -21.64308 1.0 
0 (Pi) P9 7.62037 0.0. -.08075 .51938 0.0 
0 (P2) PIO 32.67252 0.0 .15244 .98025 0.0 
0 (P3) Pll 2.05662 0.0 
.31922 -.7123k 0.0 
0 (P4) Pi 2 18.95697 0.0 -.20088 1.29205 0.0 
( -10.78321) Z-C 61.30679 0.0 . 19003 2.07935 0.0 
(-500.44109) 1- -572.53109 0.0 -.67120 16.40566 0.0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
Disposal activities Parent activities 
tall labor] Production of Potatoes Corn Beef 
Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage 
p7 Pg P9 Pio Pll P12 Pi P2 p3 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 1.382 2.776 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1-382 2.776 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.064 .484 .038 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.146 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1:0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 -1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 737 -4.394 -2.590 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.4s4q 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.064 .26915 
-.3935 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.39935 -3-508% 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .57871 .8462 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 .28810 -.4212 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -.29061 .4249 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.737 -I.79667 2.6272 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.70939 1.4249 
1.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .26915 
-.3935 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2-39935 -3-5034 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.57871 .8462 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 .28810 ->212 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.2906l .4249 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-I.79607 c\j272 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 
.70939 1.424g 
2.07935 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21243 
.55966 -.8183 
!1.64308 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 23.02890 -3-42608 5.OO9S 
.51938 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.44738 
.13979 -.204h 
.98025 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.04298 
-.31488 .46o4 
-.7123k 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
-.75793 .09637 -.l4og 
1.29205 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.37474 
.3^776 -.5085 
2.07935 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.21243 
.26905 
-.393% 6.40566 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.19263 2.61894 
-3-8295 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 l  1 1 
Parent activities Hybrid activities 
oduction of Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage First Second Third 
Corn Beef Cabbage 
?10 Pll  Pl2 Pi P2 P3 P4 Pl3 Pl4 P15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 1.382 2.776 0.0 1-94815 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.382 2.776 .482 1.94815 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.064 .484 .038 0.0 
.30287 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.146 0.0 13.606 2.46219 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1-0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 
-5.93870 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 -.40613 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 737 -4.394 -2.590 -11.088 -3.66136 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 0.0 0.0 -.48199 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.42494 .24741 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.064 .26915 -.39357 -.07493 0.0 .48092 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.39935 -3.50847 12.99683 0.0 10.40887 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.24978 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .57871 .84623 .14693 0.0 -.47142 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 .28810 -.42129 .10048 0.0 .34258 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 
-.62137 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 -.29061 .42495 
-.75258 0.0 -1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
.737 -1.79667 2.62722 -10.18214 0.0 -7.88980 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 -.40199 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.42494 .24741 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 26915 -.39357 .35279 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.39935 -3-50847 12.99683 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.40199 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.57871 .84623 .14693 0.0 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 .28810 -.42129 .10048 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.29061 .42495 -1.15457 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.796c! 2.62722 -9-88587 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.199 0.0 0.0 -.48199 0.0 0.0 -.42^ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 • 70939 1.42494 .24741 1.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21241 .55966 -.81837 -.15581 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 23.02890 -3.42608 5.00984 l4.bl8b4 0.0 0.0 15>15 
0.0 0.0 0.0 -.4473g 
.13979 -.20441 -.03892 0.0 0.0 -.131 
1.0 0.0 0.0 1.04298 -.31488 .46043 .07348 0.0 0.0 .295 
0.0 1.0 0.0 
- .75793  .09637 -.14093 .15386 0.0 0.0 .06' 
0.0 0 .0 1.0 1.37474 .34776 -.50851 -1.09682 0.0 0.0 -1.22I 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.21243 .26905 -•393^2 -.90839 0.0 0.0 -1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 18.19263 2.61894 -3.82956 -11.41145 0.0 0.0 -11.99; 
1 1 1 
Hybrid activities 
Second Third Fourth R Section 






370 — — 
513 
L36 
0.0 — — 
0.0 — — 
.48092 30.5 
10.40887 67.9 
-.24978 — — b 
-.47142 — — 
.34258 36.5 




0.0 -.42423 —  —  
0.0 0.0 — —  
1.0 0.0 — — 
0.0 15.^1936 25.0 
0.0 -.13845 
0.0 .29937 109.0 
0.0 .06358 32.0 




Table 7- (Continued) 
C C 0 0 0 0 
Resource/ Disposal activities 
product Landi Landg Cap!tall Labor} 
supply Pol 
Po P5 p7 
0 P5 10.71930 1.0 -.9U219 -.59548 .027^1 
1 Pi? 30.79845 0.0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
1 — Pi% 30.5083U 0.0 -.32328 2.07935 0.0 
1 — p15 25.26765 0.0 .13626 -1.40367 .06485 
0 (Pi) Po 11.11S6S 0.0 -.06188 .32504 .00898 
0 (Pg) PIG 25.10814 0.0 .11165 1.U0047 -.01941 
0 (P3) Pll .45010 0.0 .31056 -.62309 -.00412 
0 (P4) P12 4.0.89721 0.0 -.03403 -.42674 .07941 
Z-C 86.57444 0.0 .32629 .67568 .06485 
1- -269 .  44285 0.0 .96325 -.43152 .J_7 788 
0 p 5  1.1909g 1.0 -.98456 -1.12694 .03437 
1 P13 30.79845 0.0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
1 ?!4 30.50234 0.0 -.32328 2.07933 0.0 
1 P15 25.26765 0.0 .13626 -1.40365 .06485 
0 (Px) Pn 22.l4l2g 0.0 -.01287 -93984 .00046 
1 — Pi5 ^73638 0.0 .02106 .26418 - .00366 
0 (P3) Pn  11.62137 0.0 .36023 0.0 -.01275 
0 (P4) P12 57-54841 0.0 0.0 0.0 .07350 
Z-C 51.31082 0.0 .34735 .93986 .06119 
l-  -274.12306 0.0 .94244 -.69257 .72149 
0 P5 4.57456 1.0 -1.08062 -.88212 0.0 
1 P13 30.79845 0 .0 .51331 0.0 0.0 
1 Pi4 30.50634 0.0 -.32328 2 .07935 0.0 
0 Pg 223.34082 0.0 5.63125 10.41857 1.0 
0 (?i) P9 9.11331 0.0 -.10706 .2^149 0.0 
0 (P2) Pio 29.44435 0.0 .20933 1.60275 0.0 
0 (PO pu 1.37102 0.0 .33130 -.5 soi 3 0.0 
0 (P4) P12 32.16101 0.0 -.43357 -1.25411 0.0 
1 P15 10.78321 0.0 -.19003 -2.07935 0.0 
1- -371.09530 0.0 -2.95063 -8.53637 0.0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 l 1 
sposal activities Parent activities 
1 labor? Production of Potatoes Corn Beef 
Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage 
p8 p9 p10 Pll p12 pl p2 p3 
95^8 .027C1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .56541 -.09426 .13724 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.1+2494 
7935 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21243 .55966 -.81837 
3367 .06485 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.45351 -.22219 .32451 
?5oU 
.00838 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.  65416 .10903 - .15943 
loUy 
- .019^1 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.49009 -.24836 .36316 
2309 - .001+12 0.0 0.0 1.0  0.0 -.66297 .11050 -.16159 
>674 
.07941 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -.45406 .07569 - .11066 
J 568 .06485 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.28108 .04686 - .06251 







- .37949 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1 .42boL|  
F933 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21243 .55966 -.81837 
1365 .06485 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-I.4935I -.22219 .32491 
5984 . 00046  1.0 .43001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
>4i8 
- .00366 0 .0  .12864 0.0 0.0 .28109 -.04685 .06851 
- .01275 0.0 .44493 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
.07353 0.0 .30473 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5986 .06119 0.0 .18864 0 .0  0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 
1257 .781^9 0.0 - .18640  xo 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
;2i2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0  .68465 -.Il4l4 .16G90 
0.0 0 .0  ù.O 0 .0  0.0 0.0 .70939 1 . 42494  
'935 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c 2.21243 .55966 -.81837 
857 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0.0 0 .0  
-4.33401 .72250 -1 .05644  
;i4s 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.61524 .10254 -.l4q94 
'275 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0 .0  1.40595 -.23433 .34265 
;oi3 0 .0  0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 -.68084 .11348 - .16504  
4ii 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -.10988 .01831 - .02677  
935 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.21243 -.26905 .39342 
,637 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.b4y4o -.60834 .86956 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Parent activities 
Production of Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage First 
at oe s Corn Beef Cabbage 
p9 p10 Pll p12 pl p2 p3 p4 P13 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .56541 -.09426 .13784 
-.07979 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 l.424g4 .24741 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21243 .55966 -.81837 -.15581 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c -1.45351 -.22219 .32491 .94807 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.65416 .10903 -.15943 .09234 0.0 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.49009 -.24336 .36316 -.21034 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 -.66297 .IIO50 -.16159 
.09358 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -.45406 .07569 -.11066 .06409 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.28108 .04686 -.06851 .03968 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .27781 -.04625 .06777 -.03925 0.0 
0.0 
-.37949 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.42^-94 .24741 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.21243 .55966 -.81837 -.15^1 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -I.4935I -.22219 .32491 .94807 0.0 
1.0 .43901 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
c.o .18864 0.0 0.0 .28109 -.04685 .06851 -.03968 0.0 
0.0 .44493 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .30473 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 .18864 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 -.18640 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .68465 -.11414 .16690 -.09662 0.0 
O.G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 .70939 1.42494 .24741 1.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 2.21243 .55960 -.81837 -.15581 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-4.33401 .72250 -1.05644 .61185 0.0 
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -.61524 .10254 -.14994 .08685 0.0 
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.40595 -.23433 .34265 -.19846 0.0 
0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 -.68084 .11348 -.16594 .09610 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -.10988 .01831 -.02677 .01550 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-1.21243 -.26905 .39342 .90839 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.b4y4o -.60834 .88956 -.51521 0.0 
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Computing the multipliers, t^j 
From equation (19) we know that the multipliers that 
express the trial ways of increasing income in terms of 
the parent activities are obtained by dividing the coeffi­
cients in rows through P^ 2  by the (negative) zj-cco­







a91 — ( -1 )  - 1, and 
xi -c i  ( -1 )  
a io . i  m 0 0, and 
xl-ci ( -1 )  
all.l 0 0, and i—i 0 1 1—
1 N ( - 1 )  
a12.1 0 = 0. 
zl"°l (-D 
Tg, the multipliers can be 




2 f=rf = 1, and 
Sll. 2 0 0 ,  and 
Z2-C2 (-1) 
S12.2 0  0. 
z 2-c2  (-1) 
The multipliers for all four trial ways of increasing 
income from Tableau 7:1 have been summarized in Table 8. 
él 
nable P. Multipliers, t^-j, used to express trial ways 
of increasing income ( from Tableau 7 *-o) in 
terms of the parent activities 
P1 P; P? P4 
T1 1 0 0 0 1 
1 2 0 0 0 0 1 
T^ 0 0 10 1 
T. 0 0 0 1 1 
For the first iteration the multipliers, t^, are ex­
tremely simple (as was noted in equation (17)). In later 
iterations they become more complex. A useful check on the 
accuracy of computation is that the sum of the multipliers 
for each T should be 1. That is, the sum of the element 
in each row of Table 8 should be 1. This check stems from 
the fact that each trial way of increasing income is de­
signed to increase income by 1 (hundred dollars). The ac­
tivities in Table 7 have been normalized so that each parent 
activity has a net revenue of 1 (hundred dollars), and hence 
each trial way of increasing income adds to revenue the sum 
of its multipliers. That is, the addition to revenue is 
the sum of products (quantity of parent activity).(net rev­
enue of parent activity). The sum being taken over all 
62 
parent activities, ^ut "net revenue of parent activity" 
is 1 for all parent activities. Hence, the expression for 
"addition to revenue" reduces to "sum of quantities of 
parent activities." And this sum should be 1 for each 
trial way of increasing income by 1 (hundred dollars). 
Commuting the trial variances and covariances, s'., 
' ^ ' kh 
The algebraic derivation of the trial variances and 
covariances has already been given in (20): 
sÇrjwu8ij 1201 
where 16 j 
w!j = Vnj if 1 = 3 (20a) 
and 
wij = VWM lf 1;cj ,20b) 
Since triple products cannot easily be cumulated on 
a desk calculator, we prefer to first form the multipliers 
and then multiply them cumulatively by their corres­
ponding SUj. 
For any particular trial variance, s^, or trial co-
variance, s' , the multipliers t. ., t, J are obtained from kh' ki' hj 
the T. and T rows of Table 8. Thus the first row, T , k h 11 
^For each iteration of Table 7 there is a table sum­
marizing the trial ways of increasing income, a table con­
taining the multipliers w,. and a table of trial variances 
and covariances. J 
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of Table 8 contains the multipliers t^, t 2^, t^^ and t^, 
similarly the second row, Tg, contains the multipliers t21, 
tgg, tgj and tg4, and so on. To get the trial variance 
s'il we use the multipliers of row Tp and to get the trial 
covariance s1^ g we use the multipliers of rows T^ and Tg. 
One way to describe the computation of the w^. is 
to say that we form all possible vertical and left-to-
right products between the appropriate rows of Table 8, 
Suppose we wish to compute the Wjj multipliers for s'^g. 
Then, if necessary, we can recopy the T^ and Tg rows from 
Table 8 to give: 
P1 P2 P3 P4 
T1 1 0 0 0 
T2 0 1 0 0 
"Forming all vertical products" we get the multipliers 
wu; i = 1,2,3,4: 
W11 = *11* *21 - = 0 
w22 - *12'*22 - (0)(1) r 0 
w^ - = (0) (0) - 0 
w44 - *14*^24 - (0)(0) - 0 
"Forming all possible left-to-right products" we get 
the multipliers w1;j, i < j ; i - 1,2,3, ; j = 2,3,4. 
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There are two left-to-right products that can be formed 
from the and Pg columns of the T-j_ and Tg rows, i.e. 
*11**22 - (1)(1) — 1 
and 
*21**12 - (0)(0) - 0 
These two possible products from the P^ and Pg columns 
are summed to give the multiplier 
w12 — *11**22+ *21**12 — * (0)(0) s 1+0 — 1. 
Similarly we obtain all the other left-to-right multipliers : 
w13 s *H'*23 * *21**13 = +(0)(0) - 0 
w]_4 r *1V*24 "f"*21**14 = (l)(0)i'(0)(0) = 0 
w23 - *12**23 + *22**13 = (0) (0) +• ( 1) (0) - 0 
w24 = t12't24"h t22*t14 = C°)tO) + (1) (0) = 0 
w^ 4 - *13**24 ',"*23* *14 - (0)(0) *• (0) (0) - 0 
Since these multipliers are formed from the T and T0 rows 
1, t-
(and hence will be used to compute the trial covariance S-[g) 
they have been put in the T^Tg column of Table 9. They are 
recorded in Table 9 in the order they were calculated. 
When we want to form the multipliers for a trial var­
iance, say for T^, we copy the T^ row twice : 
Pi ^2 ?4 
T1 1 0 0 0 
T1 1 0 0 0 
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From these two rows we form first the vertical prod 
ucts : 
W11 - tll*tll = ^ 2 1 
*22 - *12* *12 - (0)(0) - 0 
= 
*13**13  - - 0 
w44 = *]_4**24 = (0)(0) - 0 
and then the left-to-right products : 
w12 r *11**12+ *11**12 - (1)(0) + (1)(0) - 0 
w13 - *11**13+" *11**13 - (1) (0) -t ( 1) (0) = 0 
w14 — *11**14» *11**14 - (1)(0) +(1)(0) : 0 
w23 r *12**13 i-*12**13 = (0)(0) > (0)(0) = 0 
*24 = *12**14 "+-*12**14 - (0)(0) +(0)(0) = 0 
w34 z *13#t14+ *13*t14 s (0)(0)+ (0)(0) = 0 
Since these multipliers are formed by multiplying 
the row by itself they appear in the column of 
Table 9* 
The other columns of Table 9 are obtained in the same 
way from the appropriate rows of Table 8. Mith a little 
practice it will be found unnecessary to rewrite the rows 
of Table 8 each time a new series of multipliers is to be 
computed. They can easily be computed from Table 8 itself 
and can be entered at once in Table 9. 
Table 9. Multipliers Wj_j, for computation of trial variances and covariances 
of Tableau 7:a 
T1T1 T1T2 T1T3 T1T4 T2T2 T2T3 T2T4 T3T3 T3T4 T4T4 £ 
"il 0r S11 1 1 
w22 or s22 1 1 
°r s^ 1 1 
w44 or s44 1 1 
w-^ 2 or S12 1 1 
w13 or s13 1 1 
wl6 sié 1 1 
w23 or s23 1 1 
w24 or s24 1 1 
W34 or s 4^ 1 1 
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The last row of Table 9 is a check row. The check 
is that the sum of the other entries in each column (but 
the last) should sum to 1. T"e have already seen, in our 
discussion of Table 8, that the sum of the multipliers 
tkj; j z 1,2,3,4, should be 1. That is for each row of 
Table 8 we have the check (on the extreme right of the 
4 
table) that 2ZL tt<-i = 1 ; k = 1,2,3,4. Now the multipliers 
j = l J 
for the T^T^ column of Table 9 are formed from all possi­
ble products of the T^ and T^ rows of Table 8. That is: 
4 4 4 4 






H H w = (1) (1) 




ZL . = i 
1=1 3=1 1J 
It follows that the sum of the multipliers in each column 
of Table 9 should be 1. 
The Sûcolumn of Table 9 is merely the sum of elements 
to its left. This column is used to check the entries in 
Table 10. 
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Once Table 9 has been computed it is a simple matter 
to obtain the trial variances and covariances, s^. Yfe 
first list the original variances and covariances in the 
order used in Table 9» The list is then placed successive­
ly, beside each column of Table 9, and the cumulative sum 
of the multipliers, , and variance-covariance coeffi­
cients, Sjj, is formed. Looking back to Table 6, we can 
list the original variances and covariances: 
S11 - 7304.69 
s22 - 620.16 
s33 - 1124.64 
5  44 - 3689.53 
CVJ i—I ro 
- 903.8? 
s13 = -688.73 
314 - -1862.05 
S23 = -471.14 
s24 = 110.43 
"
d-K\ to = 750.69 
Multiplying this list by 
( 2 8 )  
summing the products, we have the variance of T^, s^: 







 row (620.16)(0) - 0.00, and 
in the 








in the *44 or S44 row (3689.53)(0) -  0.00,  and 
in the 
"12 or s12 row (903.89)( 0 )  = 0.00, and 
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in the w13 or =13 row ( -688 .73) (0 )  - 0 .00 ,  and 
in the *14 or s i4 row ( -1862 .05)(0) = 0 .00 ,  and 
in the 
"23 or s23 row (-471.14) (0) - 0 .00 ,  and 








*34 or 834 row (750 .69)(0) - 0 .00 ,  and 
7304.69 
Similarly, multiplication of the coefficients in the 
Tj_Tg column of Table 9 by the multipliers ( 28) gives a set 
of numbers whose sum is the trial covariance, s^. The 
subscript of the trial variance or covariance obtained cor­
responds to the subscript of the column of Table 9 being 
multiplied. The computation of sfrom Table 9 and (28) 
is : 
in the 
*11 or S11 row (7304 .69)  (0) — 0 .00 ,  and 








*33 or S33 row 
(1124.64)(0) - 0 .00 ,  and 








"12 or s 12  row (903.89) ( 1) _ 903.89 ,and 
in the W13 or s13 row ( -688 .73)(0) - 0 .00 ,  and 
in the 
"14 or s 14 row ( -1862 .05)(0) z 0 .00 ,  and 








*24 or s24 row (110. 43 )(0) - 0 .00 ,  and 
in the 
"34 or 5 34 row (750 .69)(0) - 0.00. 
s[2 903.89 
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Multiplying the columns of Table 9 by the list of 
variance-covariance coefficients (28) we obtain the trial 
variances and covariances of Table 10. The variance or 
covariance obtained by multiplying column T^Th of Table 9 
by (28) has the subscripts k and h and goes at the inter­
section of row k and column h, or column h and row k of 
Table 10. In particular, multiplication of T^T^ by (28) 
gives swhich goes at the intersection of the first 
row and column of Table 10. Multiplication of T^Tg by 
(28) gives s^g which goes at the intersection of the first 
row, the second column, and at the intersection of the 
second row and first column of Table 10. 
Table 10. Trial variances and covariances, s? , for 
Tableau 7:a 
T1 T2 T3 ?4 
T1 7304.69 903.89 -688.73 -I862.O5 
T2 903.8? 620.16 -271.14 110.43 
t3 -688.73 -471.14 1124.64 750.69 
T4 -1862.05 110.43 750.69 3689.53 
1 = 11482 .11 
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Table 10 should be symétrie, that is to say, the ele­
ments above the main diagonal should be the same as the 
elements in the corresponding position below the diagonal. 
This follows from the equality = s^. In particular, 
the elements at the top right hand and bottom left of 
Table 10 should be the same. 
The •£ at the bottom of Table 10 is obtained by multi­
plying the 5- column of Table 9 by (28). This ZZ entry serves 
as a check since it should be equal to the sum of the fig­
ures on and above (or, on and below) the main diagonal of 
Table 10. The elements on and above (or, on and below) the 
main diagonal of Table 10 are the columns of Table 9 multi­
plied by (28). It follows that the sum of these entries 
should be equal to the row sum of the columns of Table 9 
multiplied by (28). 
Computation of the first hybrid activity 
Completion of Table 10 provides the trial variances 
and covariances required to solve equation system (25), 
subject to (22b). The solution to this problem gives the 
preferred way of increasing income, or the first hybrid 
activity. The multipliers obtained from (25) are, of course, 
in terms of the trial ways of increasing income, and have 
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to be translated, with the aid of (26) before the first 
hybrid activity can be expressed in terms of the parent ac 
tivities. 
Inserting the numerical values from Table 10 in (25) 
we have : 
7304.69yx+903.89y2- 688.73^-1862.05y4 + IX- 0 
903.89y, > 620.l6y„- 471.14y - ll0.43y, 4-lX= 0 
1 2 3 4 (22) 
-688.73y1- 471.14yg+1124.64y,+ 750.6?y4+ 1AZ 0 
-1862.05yx 4.110.43^2 +750.69y3+-3689.53y4 + lA= 0 
iy]_ +iy2 +iy3 +iy4 = 1 
Equation system (29) can be solved by any of the 
standard methods,^ and it yields the values : 
yi = -.04321; y2 s .67828; y„ : .45811; and 
^ (30) 
y4 z -.09318. 
Since y^ and y^ violate the non-negativity condition 
(22b) we set these multipliers equal to zero and solve the 
smaller system: 
620. l6yP - 471.14y +L\= 0 
-471.14y2 +• H24.64y^+l\- 0 (31) 
iy2 +iy3 : 1 
^The Grout method described ty Tintner (12, p. 342) 
is particularly to be recommended because it can handle 
asymétrie problems. 
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The solution of this system is given by 
y2 = .59387; and, y? = .40613. (32) 
Since these values satisfy the non-negativity condition 
(22b) we may write that the preferred way of increasing 
income is : 
P = .59387T2+.406l3T3. (33) 
To express the first hybrid activity, P13, in terms of 
the parent activities it is only necessary to multiply row 




.406l3T5=(.40613) (0)P1+(.40613) (0)P2+(.40613) (l)P3-f(.40613) 
+(o)P4 
P13= 0 P1 +.59387P2 +.40613P5 + 0 P4 
or 
P = .59387P2 +.40613P 3. (35) 
Equation (35) is the preferred way of increasing in­
come from the "plan" (zero output, zero income and zero in­
come variance) of Tableau 7:a. That is to say, if we wish 
to increase income from Tableau 7:a so that the associated 
income variance is a minimum, then we should introduce P 
2 
and P^ in the ratio .59387 : .40613. Now, even if we were 
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given this information a, priori and activities P^ through 
P^p of Table 7, we would normally have difficulty estab­
lishing the effect on resources of introducing Pg and P^ 
in the specified ratio. This difficulty is overcome by de­
fining the new, single, hybrid activity P^. This activity 
combines Pg and P^ in just the required proportions, .59387: 
.40613. Thus the effect of introducing P^ and P^ in the 
ratio .59387:40613 can be followed by the introduction of 
the single activity P^. 
To insert P^ in Tableau 7 :a we multiply the inputs 
for Pg by .59387 and the inputs of P^ by .40613 and add 
the resulting products. In particular the land input of 
P13 is: 
1.94815= (.59387)(1.382)+(.40613)(2.776). (36) 
Similarly the 1 -Z coefficient for P^ is: 
-3.66136 = (.59387)(-4.394) +(.40613)(-2.590). (37) 
The 1 -£coefficient for a hybrid activity provides 
a check on the correct computation of the input coefficients. 
Thus for P^2 the 1-22 coefficient can be computed as in 
(37) or by subtracting the P^ input coefficients and z^-c^ 
from 1. 
Computation of Tableau 7:b 
Once P]_2 has been defined as in (35) and inserted in 
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Tableau 7:a we are in a position to compute the second 
section of Table 7. This tableau is computed by making 
the outgoing column of Tableau 7:a and computing the 
new tableau according to standard simplex rules. 
There is a little difficulty in selecting the out­
going row of Tableau 7:a since there is a tie for the 
smallest R coefficient. This tie is broken in the con­
ventional way by replacing the PQ column in the numerator 
of the R ratio, by the column immediately to the right of 
the PQ column. This substitution yields for the tied rows 
the following R1 ratios: 
.51331 = 1/1.94815 in the P^ row, and 
0 = 0/1.94815 in the P^ row. 
Since P^ has the smaller Rf ratio, it is the outgoing 
row of Tableau 7:a. V,7e will see later that this tie causes 
a slight complication in the trial ways of increasing in­
come from Tableau 7:b. 
Tableau 7:b is the preferred way of producing an in­
come of 30.79845 (hundred dollars). From the and P^ 
rows of Tableau 7:b (which represent respectively the net 
production of Pg and P%) we can see that this income is 
obtained by producing 18.29028 units of P^ (corn) and 
12.50817 units of P^ (beef). T7e can also see that further 
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production of corn and beef is limited by the supply of land^ 
and landg. The presentation of results will be considered 
in greater detail in the next chapter. 
Completion of Tableau 7 :b marks the end of the first 
iteration of our risk programming solution. This might 
seem to be a sensible place to abandon detailed considera­
tion of numerical computation. However, the first itera­
tion of the risk programming solution is atypical, since 
all coefficients in Tables 8 and 9 were 1 or zero, and 
hence s^ = s| . As a result, Tables 6 and 10 had the 
same coefficients. The second iteration introduces no new 
computing principles, but the numerical computation is more 
complicated. 
The Second Iteration 
There is no difference in principle between the first 
and second iterations. The only difference lies in the 
wide range of numerical values used in our attempt to es­
tablish the preferred way of increasing income from Tableau 
7:b. In the second iteration we first find the trial ways 
of increasing income (which are summarized in Table 11); 
we next insert the multipliers needed for the formation of 
the trial variances and covariances of Table 13 in Table 
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12; we then compute Table 13 and use it to construct 
equation system (38). 
Trial ways of increasing income 
Tableau 7:b appears to present three trial ways of 
increasing income. These are ; 
T : the introduction of P^, and 
Tg : the introduction of P2, and 
T^ : the introduction of P4. 
Further, inspection reveals, however, that P^ can 
only be introduced at zero level. That is, the introduc­
tion of P^, to give Tableau 7 :b*, does not result in a new 
plan, it merely results in a change of basis. Thus both 
Tableau 7 :b and 7:b* represent the preferred way of pro­
ducing 30.79845 (hundred dollars) of income, and each way 
of increasing income from either Tableau 7:b or 7 :bT 
should be treated as a separate trial way of increasing 
income. From the above discussion it might appear that 
there are five trial ways of increasing income: 
T1 the introduction of P2 in Tableau 7 :b, and 
T2 the introduction of P4 in Tableau 7 : b, and 
T3 the introduction of P6 in Tableau 7 :b,' and 
T4 the introduction of P2 in Tableau 7 : b !  and 
T5 the introduction of P4 in Tableau 7 : b *  • 
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?2 has a zero in the first row of Tableau 7:b and lib1, 
hence T^ and T4 in the above list will increase income in 
the same way, and the final set of distinct trial ways of 
increasing income from Tableau 7:b and 7 :bT, is: 
T^ : introduction of P0 (in either Tableau 7:b or 
7:bf) and 
T2 : introduction of P4 in Tableau 7:b, and 
T^ : introduction of P^ in Tableau 7 :bf, and 
T4 : introduction of P4 in Tableau 7:bT. 
V7e have already seen that these trial ways of in­
creasing income can be expressed in terms of their effect 
on the parent activities, P^ through P . To express a trial 
way of increasing income in terms of the parent activities 
we divide the appropriate P^ through P^ input coefficients 
by the (negative) z.-c. coefficient in the same column. 
J J 
In particular we may consider Tg; the introduction of 
P^ in Tableau 7 :b. The P^ through P^ and Z-C rows of ac­
tivity P^ in Tableau 7:b have the following entries : 
in the P^ row : 0 and, 
in the P10 row: .14693 and, 
in the P11 row: .10048 and, 
in the P12 row: -1 and, 
in the Z-C row : 
-.75258. 
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To express *2 in terms of the parent activities P^ through 
P4 we divide the input coefficients for through P^g by 
Z4-C4: 
amount of P^ in Tg : t21 = 0 
amount of Pg in Tg : tgg = -.19524 
amount of P^ in Tg : tg^ = -.13351 
amount of P4 in Tg : t24_ = 1.32876 
= (0)-r(-.75258) , and 
=(.14b93)r(-.75258), and 
= (.10048)r(_.75258), and 
=(- i .ooooo)f- ( - .  75258) .  
These multipliers appear in the T row of Table 11. 
The multipliers for the other trial ways of increasing in­
come can be obtained in the same way. 
Table 11. Multipliers t^j used to express trial ways of 
increasing income (from Tableau 7:b and 7 :b' ) 
in terms of parent activities 
P1 P 2 P3 P4 H 
T1 0 1.99136 -.99136 0 1.00000 
T2 0 -.19524 -.13351 1.32876 1.00001 
T3 2.60049 -.95049 - .65001 0 .99999 
T4 .34817 -.12726 -.08703 .86612 1.00000 
T:<re again note that one check on the accuracy of 
computation is that the multipliers in every row of Table 
11 should sum to 1. 
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Multipliers for the computation of trial 
variances and covariances 
With the completion and checking of Table 11 we are 
ready to pass on to the computation of the multipliers to 
be inserted in Table 12. Each of the first ten columns 
of Table 12 corresponds to a different pair of rows from 
Table 11.^ The column headings indicate the pair of rows 
used to compute the coefficient in the column. Thus the 
first column of Table 12 was computed from the "pair of 
rows" T^ and T^ from Table 11. The column T^T^ was com­
puted from the pair of rows T^ and T , and so on. 
We will consider in detail the computation of the 
multipliers in the T^T^ and T^Tg columns of Table 12. In 
connection with the first iteration we said that to obtain 
these multipliers we write the appropriate rows of Table 11 
one above the other and then form all possible vertical and 
left-to-right products. Writing out row T^ twice we have: 
P1 P2 P3 P4 
Tx 0 1.991)6 -.991)6 0 
Tx 0 1.991)6 -.99136 0 
From these two rows we first form the "vertical products": 
r *11**11 = (0)(0) = 0 
1-4 "pair of rows" may include a same row twice as T^i» 
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w22 = ti2,t12 = (1.99136)(1.99136) = 3.96551 
w33 = *13**13 = (-.99136)(-.99136) = .98279 
w44 - *14**14 ~ (0)(0) = 0 
and then the left-to-right products : 
w12 = *11**12 *11**12 = (0) (1.99136) +(0) (1.99136) = 0 
w13 Z *11**12+ *11**12 ~ (- .99136) -h (0) (- .  99136) -  0 
w14 = *11**14*n**14 - (0)(0) +(0)(0) - 0 
w23 = *12**13 +*12**13 = (1.99136) (-.99136X1.99136) 
(-.99136) = -3.94831 
W24 = ti2**14 ^ *12-*14 = ( 1.99136) (0) + (1.99136) (0) = 0 
W34 = *i3e^ 14 *13. *14 - (-.99136) (0) +(-.99136) (O) s 0 
These multipliers are formed by multiplying the T^ 
row of Table 11 by itself and hence they appear in the 
T^i column of Table 12. Note that the sum of these mul­
tipliers is .99999, or approximately the check value 
1.00000. 
The T^Tg column of Table 12 
We next consider the derivation of the multipliers to 
be inserted in the T^Tg column of Table 12. The two rele­
vant rows from Table 11 can be written: 
Table 12. Multipliers for computation of trial variances and covariances of Tableaux J:b and 7:b' 
TjTl 1% T2T2 TgTi T3T3 T3TI+ Tl+TU 
S11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b.76255 .905UI .12122 7.789I8 
s22 3.9^551 -.38879 -1.89277 -.25^2 .0)812 .18557 .02485 .903^3 .12096 .01020 2.71966 
s33 "9^279 .1323b .b4439 .08628 .01782 .08678 .01162 .42251 .05657 .00757 2.4U86Q 
s44 0 0 0 0 1.76560 0 1.15087 0 0 .75016 3.66663 
s12 0 ° 5.17851 .69333 0 -.50772 -.06798 -4.94348 -.66187 -.08862 -.39783 
s13 0 0 -2.57802 -.34516 0 -.34719 -.04648 -3.38O68 -.45263 -.O6O6O -7.2IO76 
si4 °. 0 ° 0 0 3.45543 -.46263 0 2.25234 .60312 6.77352 
=23 -3.9^831 -.07231 -.35213 -.04715 .05213 .25381 .03398 I.23566 .16544 .02216 -2.65672 
=24 0 2.646o4 0 1.72476 -.51885-1.26297 -.33820 0 -.82324 -.22044 1.20710 
s3** 0 -1.31728 0 -.85864 -.35481 -.86371 -.23128 0 -.56299 -.15076 -4.33947 
• 99999 1.00002 .9999S 1.00000 1.00001 1.00000 1.00001 .99999 .99999 1.00001 10.00000 
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PI P2 P3 P4 
T1 0 1.99136 -.99136 0 
T2 0 -.19524 -.13351 1.32876 
From these two rows we first form the vertical products : 
W11 - *11**21 — (0)(0) — 0 
w22 = *12**22 = (1.99136)(-.19524) = -.38879 
w33 = *13**23 = (-.99136)(-.13351) r .13236 
W44 - ti4.tg4 = (0)(I.32876) z 0 
and then the left-to-right products : 
w12 = *11**22+^21*^12 = (0) (-. 19524)+(0) (I.99136) = 0 
w13 = *11**23 "*-*21**13 = (0) (-.13351)+ (0) (-.99136) = 0 
w]_4 z *11**24 + *21**14 — (0) (l. 32876)+(0)(0) — 0 
w23 = *12**23 + *22*^13 = (I.99136)(-.13351)+(-.19524) 
(-.99136) = -.07231 = 
w24 = *12**24 +*22**14 = (1.99136) (1.32876)+(-. 19524) 
(0) = 2.64604 
w34 = *13**24+*23**14 = (-.99136)(1.328?6)+(-.13351) 
(0) = -1.31728. 
Since these multipliers have been formed from the 
and Tg rows of Table 11, they appear in the T^Tg column of 
Table 12. Yfe may again note that these multipliers sum 
to 1.00002 which is approximately the check value 1.00000. 
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The other multipliers in Table 12 are obtained in a 
similar fashion from the other possible pairs of rows in 
Table 11. The 5T column of Table 12 is obtained by sum­
ming the elements in the other columns. This ZI column 
is used to check the computation of the trial variances 
and covariances in Table 13. 
Computation of trial variances and covariances 
Once Table 12 has been completed, there is no diffi­
culty in obtaining the trial variances and covariances. 
For Tableau 7:b and ?:b* the trial variances and covariances 
have been recorded in Table 13. To obtain the entries in 
Table 13 we multiply cumulatively the columns of Table 12 
by the multipliers listed in (28). In particular multipli­
cation of the T^T^ column of Table 12 by (28) gives: 
in the W11 or S11 row (0) (7304.69) - 0 
in the 
*22 or s22 row (3.9655D ( 620.16) = 2459. 2507 
in the 
W33 
or =33 row (.98279) (1124.64) - 1105. 2849 
in the W44 or 3 44 row (0) (3689.53) 
= 0 
in the w12 or 312 row (0) (  903.89) - 0 
in the w13 or s13 row (0) (-688.73) - 0 
in the w14 or 314 row (0) (-1862.05) = 0 
in the w23 or s23 row (-3.94831) (-471.14) i860. 2067 
in the w24 or s24 row (0) ( 110.43) = 0 
in the w34 or S34 row (0) (  750.69) - 0 
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S11 = ^424.742 
The sum of products from the T^T^ column of Table 12 
and the multipliers listed in ( 28) is s^, the variance 
for T]y This number appears at the intersection of the T^ 
row and T^ column of Table 12. The cumulative multipli­
cation of the T^Tg column by (28) gives a sj^ the covari­
ance of T and Tg, and this appears at the intersection of 
the Tj_ row and Tg column (and at the intersection of the 
Tg row and T^ column) of Table 13. In general the cumu­
lative multiplication of column T^T^ of Table 12 by (28) 
gives s^k the covariance of and T^ which appears at 
the intersection of the T^ row and T^ column, and at the 
intersection of the T^ row and T^ column, of Table 13. 
Table 13. Trial variances and covariances, s J. for 
Tableau 5:b and 51 
T1 T2 T3 T4 
T1 5424.742 -754.853 6173.152 372.396 
Tg -754.858 6209.706 -7348.735 3156.798 
T^ 6173.152 -7348.735 47711.619 1680.401 
T4 372.396 3156.798 1680.401 2362.409 
ZT =  64987.635 
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Again the multiplication of theHcolumn of Table 12 
by (28) gives the figure (64987.635) at the bottom of the 
Table 13. This figure serves as a check on multiplication 
and should be equal to the sum of the elements on and above 
the main diagonal of Table 13. Table 13 is symétrie, hence 
the entries in the T^ and T^ column and in the T^ row and 
the T^ column should be the same. 
The second hybrid activity 
Once the trial variances and covariances of -'able 13 
have been computed, we may use them to compute the pre­
ferred way of increasing income from Tableau 7:b or 7 :b '. 
This new preferred way of increasing income will define 
the second hybrid activity. The relevant equation system 
for the calculation of this preferred way of increasing in­
come is given by (25) subject to the non-negativity condi­
tion (22b). In the present case the numerical values for 
(25) are obtained from Table 13 and these give the equation 
system: 
5424.742yi- 754.853y2 +6173.152y + 372.396y4+l% = 0 
-754. 853y1*6209.706y2- 7348.735y3 t-3156.798y4*l\ : 0 
6173. 152y1-7348.735y2^ 477H.6l9y3 +1680.401y4+lA = 0 (38) 
372.396y1-«-3156.798y2 +1680.401y5+ 2362.409y4+l* = 0 
lyl + l y 2  +ly3 +ly4 = 1 
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The solution to equation system (38) is: 
y1 % .00218; y2 = -3.37054; y = -.69451 and y4 = 5.06278. 
In this solution yg and y^ violate the non-negativi­
ty condition (22b) and hence we set them equal to zero, 
Y2 ~ yj and solve the reduced system: 
5424.742y1 +• 372.396y4+lX r 0 
572.396yxi- 2362.409y4-t-lX = 0 (39) 
lyl >ly4 = 1 
The solution to this equation system is: 
yL = .28258; and y4 = .71742. (40) 
These values for y^ and y4 are consistent with the 
non-negativity condition and hence we may write that P 4^, 
the new hybrid activity, which represents the preferred 
way of increasing income from Tableau 7:b and 7 :bT, as: 
P14 s .28258T1+-.71742T4 (41) 
In (41) the new hybrid activity, P 4^, is defined in 
terms of the trial ways of increasing income. To express 
P]_4 in terms of the parent activities we go back to Table 
11 and multiply the T row by .28258 and the T4 row by 
.71742 and sum the products, i.e. : 
.28258?! = (.28258)(O)P1+(.28258)(1.99136)P2 
+ (. 28258) (-. 99136 )P3 + (. 28258) (0)P4 
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and 
.71?42T4 = (.71742)(.34817)PX + ( .71742) (-. 12726)P2 
+(.71742)(-.08703)P +(.71742)(.86612)P4. 
Carrying out the multiplication v;e have : 
.28258!^ = 0?1 * .56272P2- .28014P + 0P4 
.71742T4 = .24978?! -.09130P2- .062442^ +.62137P4 
P14 = .24978?! + .47142Pg- .34258PL+.62137P4 
Thus the definition of ?14, the second hybrid acti­
vity, in terms of the parent activities, is: 
P14 = .2497%?!+ .47142P2 -.34258?3 +.62137?4 (42) 
Note that a unit of P^ contains, among other things, 
-.34258 units of Py That is, the positive production of 
P^4 involves the negative production of Py It might ap­
pear that ?i4 violates the non-negativity condition of (13). 
The non-negativity condition of (13) provides that the net 
production of each activity should be non-negative. It 
does not prevent us, however from reducing the quantity of 
an activity already in the plan. Vie can see from the P 
row and Pq column of Tableau 7 :b, that this tableau cor­
responds to the production of 12.50817 units of P_. Hence 
3 
as far as the -.34258 units of P^ are concerned, P^ can 
be introduced into the plan up to the point where the ori­
ginal 12.50817 units in Tableau 7:b have been exhausted. 
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The reader will now recall that the equations added to 
(13) to give (14) were specifically designed to prevent 
the introduction of hybrid activities leading to negative 
net production of the parent activities. Thus if the 
limit on the introduction of into the plan was the 
quantity of P^ already in the plan (and hence available 
to be substituted for P^) then the outgoing row of Tab­
leau 7:b would be P^ (the restriction which records the 
quantity of P^ in the plan). 
The second preferred increase of income 
Once P^ has been defined in terms of the parent 
activities, there is no difficulty in inserting it in 
Table 7* However, in the present case we have a choice, 
P^4 can be the outgoing column in either Tableau 7:b or 
7:b*. The only difference between the two tableaux is 
a change of basis, and as it happens this basis change 
has no effect whatsoever on P,, since P.. has a zero in 14 14 
the first row of Tableau "Jib and 7 :bf. r.re choose to make 
P^4 the outgoing column of Tableau 7:b. This choice has, 
at least, the advantage of reducing rounding errors to a 
minimum. 
From (42) we know by how much the parent activities 
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must be multiplied to give P^. This multiplication can 
be applied to the parent activities of Tableau ?:b. In 
particular we can consider the calculation of the P^ cap­
ital coefficient (i.e. the coefficient in the P row of 
7 
the P column of Tableau 7 :b). The multipliers for P^ 
given in (42) were : 
P14 = •24978P1> ,47142P2 - .342^8?^+.62137P4 (42) 
Inserting the capital coefficient from the P^ row of Tab­
leau 7 :b in place of the P.. in (42) we have : 
.40892 = (.24978) (1.064M.47142)(.26915)+(-.34258) 
(-.39357)+(.62137)(-.07493). (43) 
The other coefficients for P14 can be obtained in a 
similar fashion and we may note that since the coefficient 
in the l-£. row can be computed in two ways (i.e. by using 
the multipliers of (42) or subtracting the sum of the ele­
ment in the P^ column from 1), and hence provides a check 
on the accuracy of our computations. 
Once P has been defined in Tableau 7:b ordinary 
simplex rules can be used to introduce it into the basis 
to give Tableau 7:c. This tableau gives, of course, the 
plan which results from increasing income as far as feasi­
ble by the introduction of the second hybrid activity. 
That is, Tableau 7:c represents the result of increasing 
income in the preferred manner from Tableau 7:b (which was 
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itself a preferred, plan) , subject to the restriction that 
no additional land should be used. 
The computational aspects of the new method of risk 
programming have been discussed in great detail because we 
believe that this method should be used where risk aversion 
is important. The last chapter was sufficient to estab­
lish that risk programming can be used. However, it was 
felt that many readers would find the present chapter use­
ful in telling them how to actually perform risk program­
ming. 
In the next chapter we will give our attention to 
another practical problem: The presentation of results. 
The tables for the remaining three iterations of the risk 
programming solution have been relegated to the Appendix. 
This appendix also contains a concise account of the im­
portant features of the remaining two iterations. 
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VII. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
In presenting the results from our risk program­
ming computations we should attempt to make them as clear 
and concise as possible, while not omitting any pertinent 
information. The presentation of results is particularly 
important in risk programming where we ask the decision 
maker to consider the whole set of preferred plans and to 
select the particular plan that maximizes his satisfac­
tion. Since we do not ask the decision maker to define 
his risk aversion function, but merely to state which of 
a set of possible plans he prefers, it is particularly 
important that he should have a clear understanding of the 
opportunities open to him. Before discussing the presenta­
tion of results in greater detail, we should first make 
sure that we can obtain all the results desired. ":'e should 
be sure that we can specify exactly the preferred plan for 
any income level, and that we can find the exact variance 
associated with any plan. 
Income variance of a particular plan 
The computation of income variance for a particular 
plan is similar to the computation of the variance of a 
trial way of increasing income. 
From the entries in the Pq column and P^ through P^ 
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rows we have no difficulty in expressing a plan in terms 
of the parent activities P^ through P^. In particular the 
plan for Tableau 7:b can be expressed : 
P1 P2 P? P4 
Plan 0 18.29028 12.50817 0 
Treating this plan as a trial way of increasing in­
come we can of course, compute the w^. multipliers. Thus 
forming the vertical products we get : 
W11 = (0)(O) - 0 
w22 = (18.29028)(18.29028) = 334.534 
W33 = (12.50817)(12.50817) = 156.454 
w 4 4  = (0 ) (0 )  =  0  
and all left-to-right products : 
w 1 2  =  ( 0 ) ( 1 8 . 2 9 0 2 8 )  ( 0 ) ( 1 8 . 2 9 0 2 8 )  =  0  
w13 = (0)(12.50817) (0)(12.50817) = 0 
w14 - (0)(0) (0)(0) = 0 
w25 = (18.29028)(12.50817) (18.29028)(12.50817) = 
457.556 
w24 = (18.29028)(0) (18.29028)(0) r 0 
w 4^ = (12.50817)(0) (12.50817)(0) =0 
Cumulative multiplication of these w^j by the s^^ of (28) 
gives the income variance for the plan of Tableau 7 :b, 
it is #167,847. 
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Similarly, the income variance for any other prefer­
red plan can be computed. 
Precise plans for particular incomes 
Sections a, b, c, d, ana e of Table 7 give the pre­
ferred plans for the particular income levels at which ad­
ditional resources become scarce. There are cases in which 
the plan for a particular income level is required. If 
this plan is not required in detail we may be able to ob­
tain it by interpolation in the graphs which summarize our 
results. If, however, the plan is required in detail, it 
may be necessary to "stop" the risk programming solution 
at a particular income level. For instance, Freund (7) 
has already obtained the plan that would be chosen by a 
person with a risk aversion function: 
y(z) = 1 - e--000az. 
Freund's plan has an income of ..7209 and an income 
variance of ^4,561,634. Clearly a comparison of Freundfs 
and our own results would be interesting. v"e would like 
to "stop" the risk programming solution of Table 7 at an 
income of ('7209. The resulting plan is p.iven in Tableau 
7 :f. 
To "stop" the solution in this way it is necessary to 
look for the tableau with an income just less than the in­
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come of interest. In our case, Tableau 7:c has an income 
of #6130 and is the tableau with the highest income less 
than the required income of #7209. V'e then subtract the 
required income ($7,209) from the income in this tableau. 
This gives a negative figure at the intersection of the 
PQ column and Z-C row, (The negative figure appears in 
parentheses in Tableau 7 :c). Vre then select the Z-C row 
as the outgoing row, -while keeping the same outgoing col­
umn (P]^) used to compute the next section of the risk pro­
gramming solution. In particular, for Tableau 7 :° if we 
compute the R ratio for P-^ and the Z-C row (where the Z-C 
entry is -11.78321) we have : 
1 1 . 7 8 3 2 1  =  ( - 1 1 . 7 8 3 2 1 ) ( - 1 )  
and clearly the Z-C row represents the most limiting "re­
source." The plan resulting from the introduction of P^ 
in this way is given in Tableau 7:f. In a similar way we 
can obtain the preferred plans for incomes of #1,000 : 
#2,000; . . . v9,000. This has been done and the associa­
ted income variances have been computed. These incomes 
and associated variances are summarized in Table lé. 
But to return to the 97209 plans. The plans obtained 
by Freund and from Tableau 7:f have been summarized in 
Table 14. """e can see at once that the general pattern of 
production is the same for both plans, but that Freund's 
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Table 14. Summary of the preferred plans yielding &7209 
obtained by Freund and the author 
Production Freund's plan Authorfs plan 
Potatoes 10.31 9.11331 
Gorn 26.75 29.44435 
Beef 2.68 1.37102 
Cabbage 32.35 32.16101 
Consumption 
Landj_ 56.76987 55.42490 
Landg 60.00088 59.99965 
Capital^ 24.01868 23.99973 
Labor ^ 551.05960 546.05298 
Expected income *> 7209.000 7208.969 
Income variance $ 4,561,634 4,576,320 
plan yields a somewhat lower income variance. 
The difference between Freund's results and our own, 
is that the former plan is only accurate to three signif­
icant figures, whereas our risk programming results are 
accurate to five significant figures. The main difference 
between the two plans is probably due to Freund having 
allowed the use of *1.87 more capital than is actually 
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available. It is interesting to see the significant ef­
fect on the preferred plan produced by such a small change 
in the specification of the resource restrictions. 
First summary of results 
Probably the most concise acceptable summary of re­
sults is provided by Table 15. This table merely expresses 
the plans of the successive sections of Table 7 in terms 
of the parent activities, and gives their income and as­
sociated income variance. However, there is little doubt 
that Table 15 is too concise for intelligent decision 
making. 
Table 15. First summary of results 
Potatoes Corn Beef Cabbage Income Variance 
Tableau PL P2 P. P4 #100 $1000000 
7 :a 
7:b,7:b * 


































Second summary of results 
A second summary of results is given in Table lé. 
To obtain these results we "stopped" the solution of 
Table 7 to obtain the preferred plans for incomes at 
$1,000 intervals between zero and ^9,000. Table lé also 
contains the plans given in Table 15 and for the particu­
lar income, ^7209, which was of interest to Freund. 
Table lé makes no mention of the levels of the parent 
activities necessary to give each preferred plan, but con­
centrates on aspects of the relationship between expected 
income and income variance. In particular the relation of 
income variance to expected income is summarized in the 
first two columns of Table lé. From these two columns we 
have drawn Figure 19. This is the first graphic summary 
of results obtained. For a person with a clear grasp of 
the significance of different income variances, Figure 9 
would suffice for the selection of the optimum expected 
income-income variance combination. The chosen combina­
tion of income and risk can be defined merely by the chosen 
income since there is only one minimum attainable variance 
for each income. Thus the selection of a preferred in­
come in Figure 9 also defines the preferred variance. 
In practice people do not have sufficient experience 
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Table 16. Summary of income variance and a lower con/ 














1000 18 133 266 733 
2000 71 266 532 1468 
3000 159 399 798 2202 
3080 l68 410 820 2260 
4000 500 707 1414 2586 
5000 1207 10 99 2198 2802 
6000 2278 1508 3016 2984 
6131 2439 1562 3124 3007 
7000 4074 2019 4038 2962 
7209 4576 2137 4278 2931 
8000 6857 2619 5238 2762 
8657 9212 3035 6070 2587 
9000 10924 3305 6610 2390 
9045 11227 3351 6702 2343 
9131 11856 3443 6886 2245 
to interpret income variability in terms of income var­
iance and hence Figure 9 does not present our risk pro­
gramming results in a form suitable for decision making. 
If the errors in the yields are assumed normally distribu-
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Figure 9» Preferred combination of expected income and income variance 
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ted then our results can be expressed in a form which is 
much more easily understood. This presentation will be 
discussed after we have considered the graphical presenta­
tion of the preferred plans. 
The graphical presentation of preferred plans 
The plans and incomes corresponding to the several 
sections of Table 7 have been summarized in Table 15. Thus 
Tableau 7:a corresponds to zero production and zero income. 
Tableau 7:b and 7:b* correspond to the production of 18.29 
units of corn and 12.51 units of beef with an income of 
$3080. Successive sections of Table 7 have special signif­
icance since they represent the plans at which additional 
resources become scarc3. Hence these plans correspond to 
the points at which the preferred combinations of resources 
have to be changed. Thus from Tableau 7:a to 7:b income 
is increased by introducing P and P in the ratio .59387 : 
2 3 
.40613. Tableau 7:b represents the result of producing P^ 
and P in this ratio at the maximum feasible level. From p 
Tableau 7:b it is no longer possible to increase P^ and P^ 
together due to the original supply of land having been ex­
hausted. From Tableau 7:b to Tableau 7:c, activities P-p 
Pg, Pj and P4 are introduced in the ratio .24978 : .47142 : 
-.34258 : .62137. Tableau 7 :c corresponds to the supply of 
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capital being exhausted. This necessitates the parent ac­
tivities being introduced in a new ratio and so on. 
The plans for the several sections of Table 7 have 
been recorded in Table 15. Between sections of Table 7, 
activities are increased or decreased in fixed proportions. 
This fact enables us to express the results recorded in 
Table 15 in graphical form, so that the optimum plan for any 
desired income level can be seen at a glance. Table 15 
is expressed graphically in Figure 10, The horizontal axis 
expressed the income desired while the vertical axis records 
the preferred quantities of the parent activities. To con­
struct Figure 10 from Table 15, we first draw in vertical 
lines to show the incomes at which resources become scarce. 
Thus at an income of 4;3080 land becomes scarce (Tableau 7 :b) 
and we draw a vertical line to cut the horizontal axis of 
Figure 10 at *3080. At v6l31 (Tableau 7 :c) capital becomes 
scarce, and we can see that a vertical line has been drawn 
to cut the horizontal axis of Figure 10 at ^6131. Similar­
ly vertical lines intersect the horizontal axis at v8657 
and ^9131- These lines correspond to Tableau 7:d and 7:e, 
respectively. After inserting the vertical lines in Figure 
7 it is only necessary to record each activity at its ap­
propriate level and to connect these points. The preferred 
plan for zero income consists of zero of each of the real 
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Figure 10. Graphical presentation of preferred plans 
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activities. Thus on the extreme left of Figure 10 all 
activities are produced at zero level. The $3080 pre­
ferred plan consists of zero of P^ and P^, 18.29 of Pg and 
12.51 of Py The corresponding points on the ^>3080 line 
of Figure 10 have been marked. Similarly Table 15 has 
been used in Figure 10 to mark the preferred quantities 
of P]_, Pg and P^ and P4 to produce incomes of #6131, #8657 
and &9131. Finally in Figure 10, the preferred quanti­
ties for each section of Table 7 have been connected by 
straight lines. This is possible because we are dealing 
with linear programming and as we have already seen the 
parent activities are introduced at constant rates be­
tween sections of Table 7» 
The optimum plan for any income level may easily be 
read from Figure 10. A vertical line is drawn to cut the 
horizontal axis at the desired income. This vertical line 
will then cut the lines for the real activities at heights 
corresponding to the preferred production plan. In partic­
ular we can see that a vertical line drawn to cut the hori­
zontal axis of Figure 10 at v7209 would cut: 
P^ at 9.1, and 
Pg at 29.4, and 
Pj at 1.4, and 
P4 at 32.2. 
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This, of course, corresponds to the preferred plan found 
in Tableau ?:f. 
Use of confidence limits to express 
income variability 
We have already seen that income variance in Figure 9 
is not a very satisfactory way of expressing risk for 
people unused to thinking in statistical terms. If we 
assume that the errors in yield are normally distributed 
then we can associate confidence limits with each expected 
income. That is, for each expected income we can say that 
there is another income (the appropriate lower confidence 
limit) which actual income will be above in x out of y 
years. The lower 95% confidence limit (corresponding to 
twice the standard error) has been computed for each in­
come recorded in Table lé. If the errors are normally 
distributed, we expect income to be beyond the 95% con­
fidence limits in one out of twenty years. Or, we expect 
income to be below the lower confidence limit in only one 
year in forty.1 
^Rudolf Freund, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks-
burg, Virginia, in a letter of October 15, 1957, informed me 
that his variance-covariance matrix was obtained from ten 
years data, and that his yields were deflated by a linear 
trend (to take account of technological progress) and his 
prices were deflated by the wholesale price index. Thus 
our 95% confidence limit happens not to be very satisfac­
tory from a statistical point of view. However, this is a 
shortcoming of the data rather than the method used. 
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Expected income and the lower 95 percent confidence 
limit have been graphed in Figure 11. To find the lower 
confidence limit for any expected income in Figure 11, we 
go horizontally from the income on the vertical axis to 
the expected income line, and then drop vertically to the 
lower confidence limit (marked "income above this in 39 
of 40 years") and then horizontally back the income axis. 
Thus, for an expected income of *6000 we start from ^6000 
on the vertical axis and imagine a horizontal line drawn 
to cut the expected income line. From this intersection 
we drop down to the lower confidence limit, and then move 
horizontally to the income axis. This horizontal move in­
dicates an income of about #2980 (actually *2984). Hence 
we conclude that the preferred plan which yields an in­
come of *6000 will also give an actual income in excess 
of about ^2980 in thirty-nine out of forty years. 
Looking at Figure 11 we can see that as the expected 
income increases from zero to *6000 so does realized in­
come in thirty-nine out of forty years. An increase in 
expected income above *6000 is associated with a decline 
in realized income in at least one out of forty years. 
If we may assume that despite their risk aversion 
most people would choose a plan which would give them a 
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higher income in thirty-nine out of forty years, then we 
can say that the plans chosen will have expected income 
between &6000 and $9130. v'e may go further, and say that 
there are few people in such straitened financial circum­
stances that they would not be willing to "exchange" a 
decline of as much as #220 in actual income in one out of 
forty years for an increase in expected income from #6000 
to #8000. Hence it would appear that most of the chosen 
plans would have expected income between *.8000 and ^9130. 
Farmers with small equity would tend to choose the lower 
end of this range while farmers with substantial equity 
would tend to select the higher expected incomes. It 
will of course be realized that just as the lower confi­
dence limit decreases with an increase in expected income, 
so the higher confidence limit increases. 
For the farmer "able to take a loss" the chosen plan 
would often be the optimum, or maximum (expected) income 
plan. This conclusion is especially interesting because 
there can be little doubt that the activities chosen by 
Freund exhibit greater income-variance and greater negative 
correlation than is typical for most farming situations. 
Certerus paribus the smaller is the income variance of 
particular activities, and the higher their income cor­
relation, the less likely it is that the chosen plan will 
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Figure 11. Income and its reliability 
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be other than the optimum plan. *'rom the above analysis 
it would seem to follow that for most programming prob­
lems standard simplex procedures should be sufficient. 
Risk programming should be used for the exceptional prob­
lems with high income variance and low or negative income 
correlation for individual activities. For any particu­
lar programming problem a cursory inspection of past in­
comes should be sufficient to establish whether risk pro­
gramming would be justified. 
If it is true, even for Ground's data, that the 
chosen plan would usually be the optimum plan we have an 
apparent empirical contradiction of theoretical teaching, 
-.t is often said that farmers tend to modify their maxi­
mum income plans to give a lower but more stable income. 
Two explanations can be offered. First, it may be that 
though Freund * s data has extreme inherent variability, 
his resource restrictions are such that the optimum plan 
includes the activities at levels which tend to offset 
their availability. That is, if the resource restrictions 
were different, the optimum plan might have a much higher 
income variability due to the inclusion of activities which 
did not tend to offset each other. Second, it should be 
remembered that the preferred plans have been chosen so as 
to minimize variance. For farmers without the necessary 
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basic data, or computing experience, it would be very 
difficult to hit on the preferred plan for any given in­
come level. It is likely, therefore, that rules of thumb 
are established, which say that more than a certain per­
centage of the farm in each crop leads to unwanted in­
come variation. These rules of thumb would, in turn, tend 
to be used to modify the maximum income plan. 
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The Last Two Iterations of the 
Risk Programming Example 
Chapter VI contained a detailed account of the 
solution of the first two iterations of our empirical risk 
programming problem. This appendix completes the solution. 
The relevant tables are given together with a brief re­
minder of how each table is derived from, the previous ones. 
Any novel features of the solution will be discussed. 
Chapter VI carried the solution to the point where 
Pj_4 had been selected as the outgoing column of Tableau 1 :b 
and had replaced in the basis to give Tableau ?:c. The 
iterative steps to compute Tableau 7:d are:^ 
1. Computation of the trial ways of increasing income 
(and the statement of these results in Table 17). 
2. Computation of the multipliers needed to form 
the trial variances and covariances. These multipliers 
are recorded in Table 18. 
-k'"e must apologize for failing to make the pattern of 
computation stand out more clearly. In our original pre­
sentation it was clear that from Tableau 7:i and Table 6 
you computed Tables 8i, 9i and lOi, and that these tables 
enabled you to construct equation system (JOi), and hence 
define the new hybrid activity required to compute Tableau 
7 :i+l. This notation has had to be dropped from our 
thesis due to the Iowa State College Library requirement 
that tables be numbered successively. 
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3. Use of the multipliers from Table 18 giving 
the trial variances and covariances recorded in Table 19. 
4. Solution of equation system (48) to give the 
new hybrid activity, P . (The constants in (48) are ob-lp 
tained from Table 19.) 
5# Insertion of the new hybrid activity in Tab­
leau 7 :d. 
6. Introduction of the new hybrid activity into the 
basis of Tableau 7 :c to give Tableau 7 
The trial ways of increasing income from Tableau 7 :c 
are obtained from the activities vith negative z.-c.'s, 
J J 
These happen to be activities P^ and P^. Hence we may de­
fine the trial ways of increasing income in Tableau 7:c as 
being: 
T ^ : The introduction of P^, and 
T0 : The introduction of P,. £ 4 
The net effect of T^ and T^ on the parent activities 
is recorded in Table 17. The coefficients in this table 
are obtained as usual by dividing the input coefficients of 
rows P^ through P^ by the corresponding negative z^-c^'s. 
YIe note the check that the sum of the elements in each row 
of Table 17 should be 1. From Table 17 we can form the 
columns of multipliers in Table 18. These multipliers 
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Table 17. Multipliers t^. used to express trial ways of 
increasing income (from Tableau 7 :c) in terms 
of parent activities 











are obtained by "vertical" and "left-to-right" multipli­
cation of the elements in the rows of Table 17. The21 row 
of Table 18 provides a check on the rows above since the 
sum of all multipliers in any column should be 1. The ele­
ments in the ZZcolumn of Table 18 are the sum of the ele­
ments to their left, and are used to check the computation 
of Table 19. 
Table 19 is obtained by successive, cumulative, multi­
plication of the columns of Table 18 by (28). The summa­
tion entry at the bottom of Table 19 is obtained either 
by cumulative multiplication of the 27 column of Table 19 
by (28) or by summing the elements on and above (or on 
and below) the main diagonal of Table 19. These two meth­
ods of computing the entry provide a check on the accur­
acy with which the trial variances and covariances have 
been computed. 
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Table 18. Multipliers for computation of trial vari­
ances and covariances of Tableau ? :c 
T1T1 T1T2 T2T2 
311 .26995 .02226 .00184 .29405 
S22 1.36967 .09467 .00654 1.47088 
8^ .12832 -.06068 .02869 .09633 
3 44 1.67066 1.56065 1.45789 4.68920 
S12 -1.21614 -.09218 -.00694 -I.31526 
S13 .37224 -.07266 -.01452 .28506 
S14 1.34314 .68273 .10346 2.12933 
S23 -.83848 .16925 .02740 -.64183 
S24 -3.O254O - I.5I765 -.19534 -4.73839 
S34 .92602 .21360 -.40902 .73060 
.99998 .99999 1.00000 2.99997 
Table 19. Trial variances and 
Tableau 7 '• C 
covariances, S K J '  
T1 T2 
T1 6029 .057 4519. 593 
T2 4519 .593 4898. 243 
£ = 15446.893 
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From Table 19 we can form the equation system giv­
en algebraically as (25): 
6029.057 yx+ 4519.593 y2  + lA = o 
4519.593 y-L* 4898.243 y2 + lA= 0 (48) 
1 y-L + 1 y2 = 1 
The solution of this equation system is: 
y^ = .20054; and yg = .79946. 
Since this solution does not violate the non-negativ­
ity condition (22b) we can define the new hybrid activity 
for Tableau 7:c as : 
P15  = .20054Ti + .79946T2. 
Putting this definition in terms of the parent activi­
ties (with the aid of Table 17) we have 
.20054T1  = .10419?i " •23470P2+ ,07184P3  +,2592P4  
.79946T2  =  .03426PL - .o6467P2  - .13541P.+ .96529P4 
P15  = .13845Pi - .29937Pg- .O6357P2+I.2245OP4 
Using these multipliers cumulatively on the P^, Pg, 
P^, and P^ columns of Tableau 7:c, we compute the input 
coefficients for Pjj. 
The introduction of P^^ into the basis to give Tab­
leau 7 2d completes the third iteration of our risk program­
ming problem. 
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In Tableau 7:d there are two activities with nega­
tive z.-c *s, hence we can write the two trial ways of in-
J j 
creasing income in this tableau as: 
T-p the introduction of P-^, and 
Tg: the introduction of P^. 
If we compute the effect on the parent activities of 
these two trial ways of increasing income we obtain Table 
20. The coefficients for Table 20 are, of course, obtained 
by dividing the inputs of P^ through P^ by the (negative) 
values of the z^-c. coefficient for activities P^ and P_. J J -L y 
Table 20. Multipliers used to express trial ways of 
increasing income (from Tableau ?:d) in terms 
of parent activities 
P1 P2 P3 P4 
T1 2.J2722 -5.3OII2 2.35861 1.61541 
*2 2.32722 -5.3OII2 2.35861 1.61541 
Vre notice at once from Table 20 that either trial way 
of increasing income will have the same effect on the parent 
activities. That is, there is essentially, only one way of 
increasing income from Tableau ?:d and hence the preferred 
•way of increasing income must be: 
Pl6 = 2.32722P1-5.30112P2+ 2.3286lP3-H.6l541P4. (49) 
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'.'here the multipliers in (49) correspond to either T^ or 
T2 in Table 20. Since defines the only way of increas­
ing income from Tableau 7:d it must be the preferred way 
of increasing income. The new hybrid activity P^, can 
be inserted in Tableau 7:d by cumulative multiplication of 
the parent activities by the multipliers in (49). 
The introduction of P^ into the basis gives Tableau 
7:e. In this tableau there are no negative z.-c. coeffi-
3 J 
cients and hence it represents the maximum income, or opti­
mum plan. That this is so can be seen in Table 21 by com­
paring the plan from Tableau 7:e with the plan obtained by 
Freund (7) using the standard simplex procedure. 
Table 21. Comparison of optimum plan obtained by risk pro 
gramming and standard simplex procedures 
Units of: Plan from Tableau 7 :e Standard simplex plan 
pi 22.14 22.14 
P2 0 0 
11.62 11.62 
p4 57.55 57.54 
Income 91.31 91.31 
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One notable feature of the introduction of into 
the basis is that it removes P^ from the basis, that is 
the "scarce resource" which prevents further production of 
P^£ is P^q. Looking at equation system (14) we recall that 
P10 was a restriction designed to record the quantity of 
P2 produced, and to prevent P2 being produced at negative 
levels. Looking at (49) we see that P^ includes -5.30112 
units of Pg. Hence the interpretation of the move from 
Tableau 7:d to Tableau 7 :e is easy. P-^ corresponds to the 
increasing income by substituting P-j , P, and P4 for Pg. 
This substitution can only continue until the supply of 
P2 previously produced is exhausted. 
